
CHAPTER - n i  

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FOREST ACTS 
AND POLICY IN THE AREA OF STUDY : 

DARJEELING AND JALPAIGURI DISTRICTS

DARJEEUNG

Before discussing the actual implementation of the Forest Acts and Policy of the Colonial 

Government, it is advisable to know about the study region. Of the two districts being studied here, 

the district of Daijeeling is unique in its features and history. Daijeeling is the headquarters of the

tea growing district of Darjeeling, in West Bengal, 310 miles north of Calcutta, and the most
6 dpopular hill station in India after Simla. This district extends from 26 31' to 27 13' north latitude,

6 6 1 and it is between 87 59' and 88 53' east longitude. But W.W. Hunter is more specific. According to

him the district is between 26®30'50" and 27®13'5" north latitude, and between 88®2'45" and

88^50'3" east longitude.^ There is anomaly between these two accounts about the total area of

Daqeeling. In Hunter’s Account the total area in 1876 was 1,234 sq. miles, whereas in O’Malley’s
‘Gazetteere’ of 1907 the total area of the district was 1,164 sq. miles. In 1872 the total population

was of 94,712 souls and in 1901 was of 2,49,117 souls.  ̂In shape the district resembles an irregular

triangle, of which the apex projects into British territory before its occupation by the Brtish, while
the base rests on Sikkim. It is a frontier district, rurming up between Nepal and Bhutan and

stretching from the plains of Bengal on the south to the State of Sikkim on the north. Daijeeling

district is bounded on the north by the Ramman, Great Rangit and Tista rivers, and by the Phupchu,

Rishi and Rangpu mountain streams, which successively mark the boundary-line between the

district and Independent Sikkim. It is separated from Nepal on the west by the lofty Singalia chain

of mountains; on the north-east from Bhutan by the Jaldhaka river, while its south-eastern and

southern boundary by the British districts of Jalpaiguri and Pumea.

Darjeeling consists of two well-defined and distinct tracts of country. First, the mountainous 
tract is that portion of the lower Himalayas which lies west of Bhutan, south of Sikkim and east of 
Nepal; second, the Terai or plains immediately beneath the hills, and the ridges and deep valleys of 

the lower Himalayas extending as fer as the northern borders of Pumea district.
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Meaning of the names Darjeeling and the Terai

The name Darjeeling is a corruption of Tibetan word ‘dorje’, the thunderbolt of Sakra 
(Indra) and ‘ling’ means, a place. The combined word ‘Doijeling’ signifies a place where 

thunderbolt comes down, that is, Observatoiy Hill of Daijeeling where once Buddhist monastery 

was situated. Even to day the Lama holds in his hand during service the emblematic thunderbolt 

(Vajra) of Sakra (Indra) or the double headed thunderbolt.'^ The name ‘Terai’ originates from a 

Persian word signifying dampness.^

Influence of climate on Forests of Darjeeling

Four great hill ranges radiate from a central point at Jorbungalow -  a saddle 7,372 feet in 

elevation -  situated to the north-west of Senchal mountain (8,600 feet), highest point of the tract. 

The northern slopes of the tract are drained by the Little and Great Rangit, tributaries of the Tista 

river, which receives the waters of the eastem face; while the Mahananda and its feeder, the 

Balason, drain the southern and western portion. The climatic conditions of Daijeeling district are 
varied, particularly as regards temperature due to its pecuHar topography and penetration of air. In 

the Terai and the lower valleys the heat is tropical, but in the town of Darjeeling the temperature is 

that of a temperate zone. From 1500 feet to 2000 feet is tropical zone; from 2000 feet to 5000 feet is

sub-temperate zone and above 5000 feet is the temperate zone. Nature of trees varies from zone to
6 6zone. Thus, average maximum temperature of Daijeeling is 14.7 C and minimum 8.6 C. The

0 0 lowest average minimum temperature is 1.66 C in January and highest 14.4 C in July. The average
6  6day temperature in the Terai from November to February varies approximately from 15 C to 21 C ,

6 6from 26 C to 30 C during the period May to September and during the rest of the year it runs
8 6 ” •between 24 C to 26 C. Average rainfall annually in Darjeeling approximately is 121 and in

Siliguri (Terai) is 122 . The temperature and rainfall are important factors for the treatment of the 

forests. The following extract from Mallet’s Gteology of Darjeeling and Western Dooars (Page 6) 

gives a good idea of the climate as regards rainfall and its effects on forest growth >

“The densely luxuriant vegetation by which these mountains are covered, ranging from the 
matted canebrakes of the Terai, and the India-rubber trees and other tropical forms of the deep 

valleys, to the oak and pine forests which clothe the highest ridges has been described by Dr. 

Hooker in his journals. He attributes the heavy rainfell to which such luxuriance is largely due to 

the fact that the alluvial plain between Sikkim and the mouth of the Ganges is almost a dead level, 
the foot of the hills being only 300 feet above the sea. Hence the vapour-laden southerly winds from
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the Bay of Bengal reach the outer range of hills without impediment; while the same current, when 

deflected easterly to Bhutan or westerly to Nepal and the north -  west Himalays, is intercepted and 
drained of much moisture by the Khasia and Garro hills in the former case, and the hills of 

Rajmahal and Chutia Nagpur in the latter. Sikkim is hence the dampest region of the whole 

Himalaya.”^

Condition of forests in Darjeeling district before Forest reservation

One of the early prospectors was Lt-General Lloyd. He visited Daqeeling in 1824.  ̂In his 

description of forests in Darjeeling he said that the hillsides of Daijeeling were clothed from summit 

to base with vergin forests.* When the hill territory was first acquired (1835) the early settlers, and 

even the officers of Grovemment, were impressed by the great extent of the forests rather than by the 

benefit to be obtained from them.® In April, 1848 J.D. Hooker found outer Himalaya (Terai) clothed 

every where with a dusky forest.*'* When he reached Punkabaree he saw the mountain ‘clothed with 

forest from the base’; and the little bungalow of Punkabaree ‘nestled in the woods’. He also found 

‘range after range of wooded mountains, 6000 to 8000 feet high’. Beyond Punkabaree he found a 

‘giant forest’ and all around, the hills ‘clothed with a dense deep-green chirpping forest’. Even the 

spurs on to the plains of India ‘are very thickly wooded’ and ‘apparently covered with a dense 

forest’. At about 1000 feet above Punkabaree he saw gigantic timber.**

Occupation of the Terai and DarieeKng (British Sikkim)

E.P. Stebbing in his book ‘The Forests of India’ (Vol.l) referred to in many places that 

forest conservancy in Bengal started from British Sikkim. The term ‘British Sikkim’ needs ‘ 

explanation and from this explanation it will be clear how the forest wealth of Daijeeling came 

under British control. In the 18* Century Darjeeling and Terai (Eastern Morung) formed part of the 

dominions of the Raja of Sikkim. Its history is cormected with the history of Nepal. The present 

reigning and mUng families of Nepal descended from Rajputs who fled Chitor on its capture by 

Mohammedans under Ala-ud-Din Khilji in 1303 A.D. These Rajputs settled at the town of Gurkha 

whence they eventually made themselves masters of the whole country and gave its name to the 

warlike and gallant inhabitants. Prithvi Narayan, the king of Gurkha in the 18*'' century, moved 

eastwards and occupied the town Nayakot, a few miles outside the Nepal valley, but he was turned 

out by his overlord king, Jaya Prakasha. At this time there were no fewer than four kings in the 
valley; their capitals were at Patan, Bhatgaon, ICirtipur and Katmandu and they were of the Malla 

dynasty of Newars. There were continued quarrels and wars between them; the king of Bhatgaon 

asked the assistance of Prithvi Narayan, which was willingly supplied, and reoccupied Nayakot;
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then entering the valley he laid siege to Kirtipur. At this Jaya Prakasha asked for help from India 

where the British were consolidating their rule and a small detachment under captain Kinloch was 

sent up; this weak force sufifered terribly from fever during their passage through the Terai.^  ̂This is 

the first time that the British saw the Terai forests. However, Prithvi Narayan became king of whole 

Nepal valley and extended his conquests east and west along the southern slopes of the Himalayas 

until his kingdom stretched from Almora to Sikkim. He died about 1722. After him the Gurkhas 

marched east into Sikkim in 1780, and upto 1810 various parts of Sikkim suffered repeatedly from 

their inroads. At the end of this period, the Gurkhas had overrun Sikkim as far eastward as the Tista 

river, and had conquered and aimexed the Terai particularly the eastem Morung. Thus the belt of 

the countiy, lying along the lower hills between the Tista and the Mechi rivers went under the 

control of Nepal. By this time, owing to a disagreement over the frontier policy of the Gurkhas the 

British declared war against them towards the close of 1813. Two campaigns followed. The first 
campaign did not bring anything to the British. In the second campaign General Ochterlony 

defeated the Gurkhas and made them to sign the Treaty of Sagauli in 1816. By this treaty the 

Gurkhas along with Almora, Mussoorie, Nainital and Simla ceded the 4000 square miles of Sikkim 

territory occupied by the Gurkhas to the British. At this stage the British did not understand the 

value and importance of the area from economic standpoint. But, according to their time-honoured 

political consideration with the object of hedging in Nepal with the kingdom of an ally, and 

preventing all possibility of fiirther aggrandizement by the Gurkhas, the British restored the whole 

tract to the Raja of Sikkim in 1817 by the Treaty of Titalya. However, a provision of this treaty kept 

it open for British intervention in future. According to a provision the Raja of Sikkim was bound to 

refer to the arbitration of the British Government any disputes between his subjects and those of 
Nepal or any other neighbouring state.

Ten years later, disputes arose on the Sikkim and Nepal frontier, which according to the

terms of the Treaty of Titalya, were referred to Govemor-General. Accordingly, in 1828 Lt-Gieneral

(then Captain) Lloyd was deputed to effect a settlement. He along with Mr. J.W. Grants, the

Commercial Resident at Malda penetrated the hills, which were still an unknown territory to the

British.^  ̂But H.V. Bayley’s vieŵ '* referred to by Fred Pinn does not tally with this. Lloyd in his
report of 18* June 1829 claimed to have been the only European to see Daijeeling on his way to

Rinchinpong to settle the dispute between Nepal and Sikkim, but it must be assumed that J.W.Crrant

was the originator of the idea of Dageeling’s suitability as a Sanatorium^ .̂ Lord William Bentinck
has put it on record that to the extreme earnestness of Mr. Grant in his commending Daijeeling he

showed interest in Darjeeling to be a future Sanatorium for the British.However, the reports were
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very favourable, and second survey was made early in 1830 by the Deputy Surveyor-General, 

Captain Herbert, once again in the company of Grant. His account was equally enthusiastic and 
Lloyd (then Lt. Colonel) was ordered to start discreet negotiations with the Raja of Sikkim for 

acquiring the hill site. Behind this, the major considerations were two : First, the place would be 

advantageous as a centre which would engross all the trade of the country; second, a position of 

great strategical importance, commanding the entrance into Nepal and Bhutan. In fact, it was the 

key of a pass into Nepal territory. The Court of Directors approved the project on the ground that it 

might prove a valuable depot for the temporary reception of European recruits, and even a 

permanent cantonment for a European regiment. Mr. Lloyd succeeded in obtaining the execution of 

a deed of grant by the Raja of Sikkim on 1®̂ February, 1835. The deed ran as follows : “The 

Governor-General having expressed his desire for the possession of the hill of Darjeeling on 

account of its cool climate, for the purpose of enabling the servants of his Government, suffering 
from sickness, to avail themselves of its advantages. I, the Sikkim-Puttee Raja, out of friendship for 

the said Governor-General, hereby present Daijeeling to the East India Company, that is, all the 

land south of the Great Rungit river, east of the Balasun, Kahail and Little Rungit rivers and west of 

the Rungno and Mahanuddi rivers.” This 138 square miles (24 miles long and about 6 miles wide) 
area was known as ‘British Sikkim’, which according to British source of information ‘contained 

only 100 souls’.

British sources of information inform us that this area included the villages of Daijeeling 

and Kurseong. These villages were given ‘as a mark of friendship for the Govemor-General (Lord 

William Bentinck) for the establishment of a Sanitarium for the invalid servants of the East India 

Company’.̂ * This was an unconditional cession; but in 1841 the Government granted the Raja an 

allowance of Rs. 3000 as compensation and raised the grant to Rs. 6000 in 1846. Afterwards it was 

increased to Rs. 12000 per armum.^  ̂ This allowance was finally stopped, in consequence of the 

Raja’s improper conduct in connection with the Sikkim expedition of 1888.̂ ® But O’Malley did not 

refer that the amount was ever raised to Rs. 12,000. In this connection he noted that the grant of Rs. 

6,000 per armum was withdrawn and the Raja was further punished by the annexation of the Sikkim 

Terai which was a free gift from the British.^^

In feet, the cession of Daqeeling was not as simple as reported by Mr. Lloyd or described by 
O’Malley and E.C. Dozey. If it was taken for granted that Raja of Sikkim was a friend of the 
British, he could easily demand the release of one of his revenue officers who had absconded with a 

large sum of money and took shelter in British territory. The Government did not oblige the Raja,
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and Lloyd was instructed to cease negotiations. The Raja also could demand the restoration of a 

territory which had once belonged to Sikkim. But the Raja as a gentleman did not ask to do so 
though there was no reciprocity of friendship as was expected. When the question of the restoration 

of Daijeeling arose the Raja replied that he could not possibly take back the deed of grant -  a 

monstrous idea for any oriental to ask for return of a gift. Equally oriental was his expectation of a 

reciprocal gift. To speak the truth, Mr. Lloyd confused everything. Col. Lloyd, whose lack of 

sensitivity in human relations was one of his least attractive traits, at last forwarded the deed to 

Calcutta with the information that the grant was an unconditional gift. He did not point out one gift 

deserved an equally precious gift in return —  and the damage was done.^  ̂The Raja was not going 

to forgive such an insuh. Relations with the British Government deteriorated. Col. Lloyd misled the 

Government in all hands. Moreover, neither side had forseen the complications which might arise. 

The Raja discovered to his surprise some unexpected consequences: he had imagined a few 
bungalows would be built at Daijeeling but he found a sovereign state within his state where 

exploitation of forests, cinchona farming and establishment of tea estate would go simultaneously. 

The British authorities often accused Sikkim Government for violating the chief articles of the 

treaty signed at Titalya, but they forgot that the British Grovemment violated totally the Deed of 

Grant (Daijeeling).

Although the British got Daqeeling as a token of ftiendship from the Sikkim Government, 

but Terai or Eastern Morung was annexed by them.^  ̂It was a disputed territory and the causes of 

conflict lay in its past history. This is a small strip of land, about 288 square miles in measurement 

and situated at the foot-hills of the Himalayas on the northern side of West Bengal. For centuries it 

was a cockpit of power struggle between three states, Nepal, Sikkim and British India, towards the 

close of the eighteenth century.

From the various authorities on the history of Cooch Behar and contemporary records it is 

known that till the seventeenth century the disputed territory known as Eastern Momng was a part 

of Cooch Behar Kingdom and was administered by the Baikunthapur branch of the royal family 

based in present Jalpaiguri town. Perhaps in the fifties of the Seventeenth century due to the 
weakness of the Cooch Behar Raj the area was armexed by Sikkim. But this possession did not 

prove durable, for in the wake of Nepali expansionism after the Gurkhas came to power in the 

middle of the eighteenth century, all vestiges of Sikkim administration in the Eastem Morung were 
wiped out during 1770-86. '̂*
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The British were aware of the importance of this region even before warren Hastings’ 

period. Thomas Rumbold, the Patna Chie^ first noticed it and, being concerned about the 

clandestine NepaU trade through this region, proposed in 1767 to initiate effective measures to stop 

this trade.^  ̂ Captain Jones also tried to persuade Warren Hastings to annex the western bank of 

Mahananda after he realized its strategic importance while chasing the Sannyasis and Fakirs.̂ ® An 

illicit arms trade to Nepal through this area was also known to the British. Over and above, the 

Court of Directors in London became for some time quite interested in Morung for its timber.^’ Still 

upto 1786 the British did not want to have a conflict with Nepal over this region. By 1786 the 

Nepalese under the leadership of one Gangaram Thapa withdrew from this area, but it remained an 

arena of conflicting claims between Nepal and Sikkim. By 1788 the Nepalese foiling to occupy 

Sikkim again entered into the Morung region. At this stage, the British understood fully the 

commercial value of this area. They thought to link British trade with Tibet through Sikkim .Hence 
Captain Latter of the Bengal Army was asked to proceed to Sikkim to help its ruler in all possible 

ways against the Nepali invaders. In the spring of 1815 the British Army entered the Morung and 

established contact with the Sikkim authorities. The Sikkim government agreed to co-operate with 

the British and it was decided that Sikkim would get arms and ammunition from the English to 
thwart the Nepalese in future, and the lost territories would be restored to them. Against this Sikkim 

would serve as a link between Calcutta and Lhasa.This  led to the extension of the Anglo- 

Nepalese War (1814-16) which ended in the Treaty of SagauU in 1816. By another treaty signed on 

8* December 1816 Nepal ceded the territory between the Singalia range and the Tista river to the 

Company.^  ̂This region was then handed over to the Sikkim Government by the Treaty of Titalya 

(1817) in ‘full sovereignty’. But the subsequent modification of the Treaty did not satisfy the 
Sikkim puttee Raja and thom was there in their relations. In fact, Daijeeling grant (1835) and 

modifications of the Treaty of Titalya kept bitter relations between Sikkim and British India. At this 

backdrop. Dr. Campbell and Sir Joseph Hooker’s arrest by the Sikkim Government was an excuse 

for annexing Terai or Eastern Momng. Both of them were arrested in November 1849 and released 

on 24* December 1849, and Terai was occupied and annexed in 1850 during the period of the great 

annexationist Lord Dalhousie. In fact, when Terai was annexed there was no case at all to annex the 
region except the naked policy of annexation of the British. Thus an area of ‘free gift’ was taken 
back from Sikkim which was the only lucrative or fertile estate the Raja of Sikkim possessed.^*’ 
Probably timber wealth, possibility of establishing Tea Estate and Tibet trade made it a compulsion 

on the part of the British to bring this region imder their direct control. The British had information 

before 1865 that there were about two or three thousand acres covered with valuable Sal on the
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bank of the Rangit. For a part of this Major Wardroper held a lease rent- free for fifteen years, on 

condition that one-fifth be brought into cultivation in ten years. The lease was dated from the 8*̂' 

November 1854.^  ̂Secondly, it is imdeniable that Major Robert Bruce’s discovery of indigenous tea 

plants in Assam in 1821 and subsequently by Mr. Scott in 1824 led to the development of the tea 

industry in north-east India, at first under government initiation and from the foundation of the 
Assam Tea Company in 1839, entirely by private enterprise.^^ It is known from British sources^  ̂

that in 1834 the Governor-General, Lord William Bentinck, had appointed a committee “for the 

purpose of submitting a plan for the introduction of tea culture into India.” This committee was 

appointed one year before the occupation of Darjeeling and sixteen years before the armexation of 

Terai or Eastem Morung. It is unbelievable that the British Government was ignorant of the 

discovery of indigenous tea plant in Assam, and how is it possible that from this base of ignorance 

in 1834 ‘Assam Tea Company’ was established within three years in 1839? Moreover, if there was 
no prior knowledge of the possibility of establishing tea estate a committee for that purpose could 

not be appointed. British sources further state that in 1840 Dr. Campbell was transferred from 

Katmandu to Darjeeling, and there he started the experimental growth of tea.̂ '̂  No doubt, by this 

time they found the soil of Daijeeling and Morung favourable for the cultivation of tea. Experiment 

was successftil in 1852, and by the year 1856 the tea industry began to develop on an extensive 

scale, especially on the lower slopes. It was a commercial enterprise since 1856.̂  ̂In view of this, 

conclusion may be drawn that behind the occupation of Daijeeling and Morung the British 

Government had a secret plan to establish tea gardens in these regions. They suppressed this feet to 

the Sikkim Government. But they did not suppress two things; (i) Daijeeling and Morung were 

essential to link British Indian trade with Tibet; (ii) this area was essential to keep Nepal and 
Bhutan in control. So, the British were not so innocent as they posed themselves before the 

occupation of Daijeeling and Morung. Thus to say the least, the British rulers were not only 

charmed by the places but potentiality of the places from the points of tea, timber, trade and 

strategic importance compelled the British to own it. And they used the famous ‘British Twist’ and 

forced the then ruler of Sikkim to gift (out of fiiendship?) hamlet of Daijeeling to Lord Bentinck^ ,̂ 

and using tactics occupied Morung. Still, there were subsequent raids into the British territory but 

ultimately a treaty was made in 1861, which finally put an end to all troubles with Sikkim.^’

In this way the area acquired was full of forests, and valuable trees were available there. But 
in Bengal till 1862 nothing had been done in the matter of forest preservation or scientific 

exploitation of forests. By 1862 the British Government was confronted with two problems and for 

their solutions they showed interests to Bengal forests. Firstly, Calcutta used to import its timber for
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dockyards and other purposes for long years from the northern India and Burma. By this time the 

supply of timber and specially of good quality almost dried up. Secondly, the price of the fire-wood 
and timber had greatly increased. Whether these requirements can be met by exploiting local 

resources, and possibilities of importing produce from such forests were the concem of the 

Govenmient. To get these information Sir Dietrich Brandis, a German, who was in Burma, was 

requested by the government. Brandis made a tour through part of the forests of Bengal and 

discussed the questions of a future policy with Dr. T. Anderson, the Superintendent of the Botanical 

Gfardens in Calcutta, towards the end of 1862. This was the beginning of forest conservancy in 

Bengal and the work was mainly done by Dr. Anderson. Both of them agreed about the potentiality 

of the forests of British Sikkim and thought that the problems faced by the government could be 

partially solved by exploiting the forests of that area. In January 1863 the Government of India 

showed interest about Bengal forests and requested the Bengal Government to give its attention to 
/ t h e  conservation of forests under its jurisdiction. The Goverrunent of India was also interested to 

know the best course to be adopted in placing the forest administration on a more efficient footing. 

The Bengal Government and the Government of India considered almost everything. The idea took 

a shape when in 1864, Dr. T. Anderson was temporarily appointed as Conservator of Forests, Lower 
Provinces, in addition to his other duties. He was particularly selected since he was already in 

charge of the Govenmient cinchona plantations in Darjeeling hills and had knowledge about the 
forests of British Sikkim. It got an organizational face w^en the office of the Conservator of Forests 

-^in Calcutta was commenced in January 1865.

After his appointment as Conservator of Forests Dr. T. Anderson put 13 questions to all

Commissioners of the then Bengal through the Under-Secretary to the Government of Bengal to get

available information about the forests of Bengal. This was issued on 21®‘ September 1864 from

Darjeeling. Mr. J. Gteoghegan, Under-Secretary to the Government of Bengal forwarded this

questiormaire to all commissioners and requested them to frimish, as early as practicable, with the

information required directly to Dr. Anderson.^* The questionnaire was prepared meticulously to

know from each division the nature of forests —  their area and situation, legal position —

Government property or Private property, whether forest conservancy did exist in Government

property —  its nature and management, botanical or native names of the trees available, collection

of forest revenue directly or indirectly, whether any leases ever been granted to cut timber, if so, the

terms of the leases, names of the rivers or streams, except the Ganges, used for the transport of
timber, information about hauts or fairs at which timber was sold and the price of the various
timbers, nature of the fire-wood, its price and to whom do they belong, whether the villagers had
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any right of cutting fire-wood and bamboos in forest and jungle land —  nature of such rights, 

whether there were any estates under private property of zamindars or owners were minors under 
the guardianship of Government, and lastly, whether cultivation analogous to kumari or joom 

(Jhoom) method was prevalent in divisions.

Of these questions. No. 5 was ‘What revenue is derived, directly from the forests in your 

districts? This refers only to such revenue as can be called forest revenue, such as that derived fi*om 

timber, and licenses to collect other forest produce as gums, dyes, caoutchouc, bees wax, honey, or 

to manufacture charcoal.Question No. 8 was ‘Are there any hauts or fairs at which timber is 
sold? Can you supply me with any statement of the price of the various timbers sold at them?’ Most 

of the Commissioners answered to the question No. 5 in the negative. Commissioner of the Santhal 

Parganas as an answer to the question no. 5 informed the Conservator:

“A lease has been granted to Gudadhur Boral to cut sleepers for the Railway at 4 annas per 

sleeper. This lease extends only to Doomka and Godda.. In Pakour Rupees 382 has been collected 

under a lease granted to Dhurum Doss Haidar, for cutting sleeper for the Railway. In Rajmahal 

Rupees 630 were derived last year for the rights to cut firewood.”'^

Answer to the question no. 8 was: “No hauts or fairs where timber is sold. In Pakour 

firewood is sold near the river side at Rupees 12-8 per 100 maunds. The firewood markets in the 

Rajmahal division are at Katgola, near Teenpahar, Surkunda, Phoodkeepore, near Oodwa Nalla, and 

Suckreegully. The price ranges from Rupees 6 to 12 per 100 maunds.”

The Collector of Shahabad district informed the Commissioner of Patna Division, “The 

revenue derived fi’om the forest tracts of this district amoimt to Rupees, 1, 934 -  12 per annum

................... The Commissioner of the Rajshahi Division as answer to the question no. 5 wrote

that no revenue was derived directly or indirectly, from any of the forests by Gtovemment. As 
answer to the question no. 8 he informed the Conservator, “There are no special hauts in which 

timbers are sold. They are, however, procurable in almost all large bazaars in every district in my 

division, viz., Singrah in Rajshaye, Nemansurai in Maldah, Julpigoree in Rungpore, Chapgattee, 

Bhugwangolah, Jellingee, Devipore, Azimgunge, Jeagunge, Ellahegunge and Berhampore in 
Moorshedabad. Besides the above there are several places on the banks of large rivers in which 

timbers are sold, though no haut or feir is held there. The price of timber varies in different places. 

In Moorshedabad timber known by the names chowker and dokers is sold from Rupees 78 to 22 
each, according to size and quality. In Bograh dhoom 4Va cubits long and 2% cubits in
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circumference fetches Rupees 6, dustee 10 cubits long and two in circumference Rupees 5, and 

Gujaree 10 or 12 cubits long and one in circumference annas 8 to 12. In Rungpore the price of 

timber of small size varies from 3-8 to 7-8, dokers and chowkers are sold at from rupees 7-9 per 

hauth in circumference. Sissoo wood is sold at from rupees 5 to 7 per pair. In the districts of 

Rajshahye, Pubna and Maldah the prices vary from Rupees 2Va to 40, according to the size and 

quality of timbers.”'̂  ̂The price of fiiel varied in different places from 2 annas to 8 annas per maund. 
No revenue was collected from Bankura, Birbhum and Midnapur but timber was sold in different 

places in these districts and in Burdwan Division. From Birbhum it was known that the price of a 

cubic hauth of Sal would probably cost one rupee, and a moul piece 8 aimas. In 24 Parganas the 

average price of firewood was from 3 to 4 maunds per rupee. The Commissioner of Sundarbans 

noted against question no 5 that a revenue of rupees 110 was realized on a license to collect bees 

wax and honey in Dullooah, Burgonah, and Nultonah; also rupees 25 for the privilege of cutting 
timber in Nultonah. These forest tracts were situated in the Bhakhargunge portion of Sundarbans. 

The condition of timber trade in Midnapur is known from the report of Captain Swayne, Executive 

Engineer. He informed the collector, “The timber trade in the district of Midnapore is an important 

one as it meets the requirements of almost the whole district. The consumption of the supplies of the 
several markets is confined chiefly to the district. The investments of dealers of timber in this 

district may be roughly calculated at nearly two lacs of Rupees.” He fiirther noted that low jungles 

supply firewood and their roots were bumt and converted into charcoal. He also informed him about 

the range of prices: “The prices of unsquared logs of all Sal and Peasal (from 12 to 20 feet in 

length) vary from 8 annas to 13 annas per curra (a curra is equal to % of an inch of the diameter of

the section of the butt)”.......... “and a log of abloosh or ebony is about twice that of a log of Sal or

Peasal of the same dimensions”.'*̂ Dacca Division informed the Conservator that there were two 

hauts for the sale of Gujaree timber, one at Kasimpore and other at Mallikharee. There were eight 

bazars in Sylhet where different kinds and quantities of wood were sold. It was a detailed report.'*'* 

From Cachar it was known that revenue was derived by establishing a custom ghaut on the river at 

which all rafts being floated down have to pay duly for each timber etc. The Deputy Commissioner 

of Cachar informed Dr. Anderson about the revenue collected and expenditure thereon as follows:'*^

Year Revenue Expenditure
1860-61 Rs. 12,300 0
1861-62 Rs. 15,000 0
1862-63 Rs. 15,000 0
1863-64 Rs. 10,700 0
1864-65 Rs. 8,000 0
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There were also bazars at Soonai Mook, Burkhola, Bundookmara and Sealtekh in Cachar. 

From Tributary Mehals, Cuttack it was known that there were may centres where various timber 

was sold and prices varied according to the quality and nature of the timber. The Superintendent, 

Revenue Survey Chotonagpur Division provided Dr. Anderson with an information in 1864 about 

Hazaribagh district which ran “The best trees have nearly all been cut, and great havoc has been 

made during the last ten years on the forests of this district, which have supplied a vast amount of 

wood for the East Indian Railway and for building purposes.”'*® The same report came from 

Manbhoom that the best timber of that district had been cut for railway sleeper.

Darjeeling was then under Bhaugulpore Division. As answer to the questions of the 

Conservator of Forests the Divisional Commissioner of Bhaugulpore gave him first a general 

picture of Daijeeling forests as it stood in 1865. According to this statement “The jhars in the Terai 

contain a quantity of sal, and the banks of the river some sissoo. Of the former I should say there are 

about 12,000 acres, but they also contain a large proportion of valueless trees. The upper part of the 

Terai, amounting to about 50,000 acres, is also, to a great extent, covered with, as far as I know, 

valueless jungle; there are about two or three thousand acres covered with valuable sal on the bank 

of the Runjeet. For part of this Major Wardroper holds a lease rent-free for fifteen years, on 

condition that one-fifth be brought into cultivation in ten years. The lease was dated from the 8‘*' 

November 1854, and none of the land has been cultivated the whole may now be resumed. The tract 

is described five miles along the bank, 700 yards depth, to commence fi-om the junction of the Little 

and Great Runjeet. It is limited to 1,200 acres. The rest of the sal is on land which has been 

surveyed as included in a lease to Mr. Barnes, but it does not fell within the area to which he has 

right and is, therefore, available. By a recent order all land in this district above 6,500 feet elevation 

has now been reserved for timber. There may be some sixty to eighty thousand acres in all, but I 

have no means of estimating the area.”**’ He fiarther intimated to him that most of the forests in 

Darjeeling were the property of the Government, but no forest revenue directly or indirectly was ^  

derived firom these forests. Leases were given to procure timber only, but no licences were issued 

“to collect other forest produce, such as gums, dyes, caoutchouc, bees wax, honey, or to 

manufacture charcoal”. It was also noted in the report connected with Darjeeling, “the only river 
ever used for the transport of timber is the Mahanuddee, which was made use of for the transport of 

sal railway sleepers.”'**

From these information some points are clear. First, before the introduction of forest 

administration in Bengal there were many timber markets in different districts and parganas of
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Bengal. Second, the Government without doing anjrthing either for preservation or development of 

the forests collected revenue from the forest products. Third, for the expansion of railways sleepers 
' were produced by the govenmient through contractors and thereby indiscriminate felling of woods, 

/  destroyed many forest tracts. Fourth, selling of fire-wood and timber was one of the occupations of 

the people of Bengal. Fifth, commercialization of forests in the true sense of the term did not begin 

in and around 1865 but the system of local sale prevalent during the period showed that there were 

potentialities for developing such infrastructure in Bengal. Sixthly, in Daqeeling rent-free lease 

system of forest operation was prevalent and some forest tracts were reserved before the first Forest 
Law of 1865 was passed. Lastly, the river was used for the transport of timber from hills to the 

plains and the system of the sale of timber in hats or bazars was in vogue even before 1865.

Implementation of Forest Law of 1865 in British Sikkim fParieeling)

Thus collecting all available information about Bengal forests the British proceeded to 

implement the first Forest Law in British Sikkim. The organization of the office of the Conservator 

of Forests was started in Calcutta in 1865 when three divisions, viz., Sikkim, Bhutan and Assam 
each under the superintendence of an Assistant Conservator of Forests were proposed but only one 

forest division, namely, Sikkim Division was sanctioned by the Government of India.'^  ̂ I - It was 

decided that the administration of the forests of British Sikkim ‘will be vested’ in the following 

officers

-  The Conservator of Forests.

-  His Assistants.

3'̂ '’ -  Subordinate Forest Officers, viz.. Overseers, Darogahs, Jemadars, Duffadars, Forest-Watchers 
and Peons. It will also be the duty of all Police Officers to watch over the observance of the rules, 

and to afibrd every assistance to the Forest Officers in the exercise of their duties.

n  -  Within the limits of the forests, the marking, girdling, lopping or felling of trees, shrubs, 

bamboos, or canes, and the removal, or attempted removal, of any natural produce of the forests, 

except with permission of the Conservator, is absolutely prohibited under the penalty of 
confiscation provided by the Act.

ni- Within the limits of the forests, the grazing of cattle, the buming of lime or charcoal, and the 

lighting of fires is absolutely prohibited, except with the permission of Conservator of Forests. Any 
one found so doing shall be arrested and shall be liable, after conviction before a Magistrate, to a
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fine not exceeding 50 Rupees, or in default, to imprisonment for a period not exceeding fourteen 

days.

IV- The arrangements for the sale and cutting of timber in Government Forests shall be made by the 

Chief Local Forest Officer, subject to the approval of the Conservator of Forests. No timber trees 
shall be cut that have not been marked for felling by Forest Department. Ryots, however, dwelling 

near a Government Forest shall be permitted, by the Local Forest Officer, to remove grass, bamboos 

and timber, except Sal (Shorea Robusta), Sissoo (Dalbergia Sissoo), Kala Sissoo (Dalbergia 

Latifolia), Chalaunee (Gordonia Species), Chestnut, Oak, Magnolia for building or thatching native 

dwellings.

V -  Cultivation in Govemment Forests of roots and grain of any kind, except in tracts defined by 

the Local Forest Officer, and on the payment of the rent usually levied from squatters in the district, 

is prohibited. Any infringement of this rule will be punished, after conviction before a Magistrate, 

by a fine not exceeding Rupees 50, and confiscation of the crop, or, in default, by imprisonment not 

exceeding fourteen days.^“

In addition to these some other rules were also implemented in British Sikkim. It is notified 

that no sale of timber shall be considered as concluded, and no timber is to be delivered on account 

of the same, unless the full amount of the purchase-money has been paid to the Forest Officer 

conducting the sale. The sale will hold good for a certain period. Timber not removed from the 

forests within the time fixed, whether paid or not, remains the property of Govemment. Such sales 

do not require the approval of the Conservator of Forests, but may be concluded by the Forest 
Officer in charge of the Division.

The rules also note that parties requiring timber in large quantities, either from the temperate 

or tropical forests, may receive permits or licenses to purchase the seasoned timber standing or 

lying in the forests. This timber will remain the property of Grovemment until the full amount of 

purchase-money is adjusted. Sales of timber under this rule are not be concluded for a longer period 

than three years. Beyond this time-frame timber not brought away, whether paid or not, will remain 
the property of Govemment. The sale of large quantities of timber cannot be concluded without the 

written sanction of the Conservator of Forests, Lower Provinces, although the Assistant Conservator 

may conduct the preliminary arrangements for the sale.
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The rules further note that persons permitted to cut timber in Govemment Forests will be 

required to register in the office of the Assistant Conservator of Forests, British Sikkim, a specimen 

or ‘fac simile’ of the brand or mark wherewith their timber shall be marked under the 

superintendence of the Forest Officers. A fee of Rupees 10 will be charged for the registration of a 

mark or brand. The use of private individuals of the Govemment timber brand, or of any other 

brand already registered for use in the division, is prohibited, and any person found using a property 

mark other than his own, or effacing any property mark from timber, either in the forests, or in 

transit from them, or from timber floating in the river, before such timber has paid the duty, will be 

liable, on conviction before a Magistrate, to a fine not exceeding Rupees 500, or, in default of 

payment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months.

The rule enforces that all timber which may be transported by the rivers Teesta, 

Mahanuddee, Balasun, Meech and Kunkaie, will be stopped at the stations of the Forest Department 

for the purpose of levying fees payable on such timber at rates to be published hereafter. No rafts or 

timber will be allowed to pass or quit these examining stations until a pass has been given by the 

Officer in Charge of the station after payment of such rates.

It is ftirther enforced that all drift and unclaimed timber, and all timber found floating in the 

above mentioned rivers without a registered brand or mark will be confiscated to Govemment.

The Conservator of Forests, in granting permission or licenses to contractors or others to cut 

timber in Govemment Forests, will bind them by such conditions regarding time and route of 

removal, method of cutting up the timber into logs, sleepers, or scantlings, protection from fire, and 

etc., as he may deem necessary for the prevention of waste economizing the supply of timber, and 

the safety of the forest. If such conditions are not observed, the timber vwll be liable to confiscation.

River or road bome produce passing a post estabhshed for the collection of duties under this 

mle will be exempt from duty if it be shown that such produce was grown or collected in private 

forests, or that it was bought from the Forest Department, or has already paid forest duty elsewhere. 

These exceptions are not applicable to foreign timber or forest produce.

No Forest Officers shall engage in any other employment or officer whatever other than his 
duties under these mles, unless expressly authorized to do so in writing by the Conservator of 
Forests.
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The principal Forest Officer of the division shall be responsible for the payment monthly 

into the principal treasury of the district of all money received by him in payment for the timber or 
forest produce of the division. No Forest Officer subordinate to the officer in charge of the forests 

of the division shall be authorized to grant receipts for forest revenue without the countersignature 

of the principal Local Forest Officer.

Any subordinate Forest Officer who shall be guilty of any violation of duty, or neglect of 

any rule or regulation or law^l order, made by a competent authority for his guidance in matters 

connected with guarding the boundaries of forests, the marking, girding, or felling of trees, marking 

and passing of timber, the reporting and preventing of offences against the forest rules, or who shall 

engage without authority in any employment other than his forest duty, or who shall withdraw from 

the duties of his office without permission, or without having given previous notice for the period of 

two months, shall be liable, on conviction before a Magistrate, to a penalty not exceeding Rupees 

250, or, in default of payment to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three months.

Lastly, all contracts, licenses, permissions granted to parties to exercise any privilege, or to 

do any act in forests under the preceding rules, must contain a condition that infi-ingement of any 

general rule or special provision will entail forfeiture of such contract, license or permission, and 

also of any wood or forest produce marked out or gathered, provided it is still within the limits of 

the forest.

These rules applicable to the Government Reserved Forests of British Sikkim are bounded 

and limited as follows;-

Within the Hill territory of Daijeeling —

r ‘' — All forests situated above an elevation of 6,000 feet above the sea, and including the 

cantonment lands of Jellapahar and Sinchal.

2“̂ '- —  The forests in the Lebong Hill, and included between Mr. Grant’s location and Ging.

— The Sal Forests in the Valley of the rivers Great Rungeet and Teesta to an elevation of 3,000 

feet above the sea. In the valley of the Teesta, these forests extend on both banks of the river to an 

elevation of 3,000 feet above the sea.

4*- — xhe forests on the outer range of hills bounded by the base of the hills, and a line drawn at an 

elevation of 3,000 feet above the sea.
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5U1. —  Sissoo and Sal Forests of the Terai, as defined on the Map, and demarcated by the

boundary pillars, used by the Forest Department.^^

The rules prescribed for the Government Forests in British Sikkim were framed in the spirit 

of the Act Vn of 1865 which allowed local governments to promulgate local rules, and to notify 

any land covered with trees, brushwood or jungle as a government forest. The Government of India 

confirmed the said rules “for the betterment and preservation of the govemment forests in British 

Sikkim”, in accordance with Section 6 of the Act, published in the Gazette of India.^^

It is interesting to note that the draft proposal prepared by the office of the Conservator of 

Forests, Lower Provinces in 1865 was not accepted in toto .by the Govemment of India. Through the 

Govemment of Bengal the proposal was sent to the Secretary to the Govemment of India in the 

Public Works Department with a request that His Excellency (Viceroy) in council may be moved to 

give confirmation to the mles submitted by the Conservator of Forests. Then the Secretary to the 

Grovemment of India P.W. Dept., sent the proposal to the Advocate General to know the mles 

contain an)^ing contrary to the Law, and whether they are in accordance with the Act VII of 1865, 

and as such the Advocate General was requested to recommend for confirmation. '̂^

The Advocate General wrote, “It appears to me that the first seven mles should be omitted ; 

they have been framed without sufficient attention to the provisions of Act VH of 1865. That Act 

gives the definition of “Govemment Forests” as “such land covered with trees, & c., as shall be 

declared to be subject to the provisions of the Act.” Accordingly, it is a condition precedent to the 

introduction of any Forest Rules that there “should be a Notification in the Official Gazette defining 

the lands which are to become subject to the provisions of the Act ” He continued “It fiirther 

appears to me that there is no substantial purpose by the proposed distinction between “Reserved” 

and “Unreserved” Forests, and it may be doubted whether any such distinction is warranted by 

Act.” He further noted “I have made some verbal alterations in the mles with reference to the 

following points. The Act (somewhat strangely as it appears to me) gives no power to impose 

penalties in any case where the Act itself provides for confiscation; and, therefore, I have been 

obliged to strike out the (present) XDC and XX Rules. I should have thought that the confiscation, 
and fine or imprisonment, ought to have been cumulative. I am of opinion that, under section 67 of 

the Penal Code, imprisonment in default of fine, the offence not being substantively punishable, 

except by fine, must be simple imprisonment.” The Advocate General concluded “I do not 
understand the use of the word “Unreserved” in Rule XVI, nor of the word “Reserved” in Rule XU.
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They appear to be used in some sense different from that in which they are used in the earlier rules 

which I have struck out. If the duties are intended to be payable in respect of timber and produce cut 
and collected on lands which may be hereafter leased or sold under the Waste Land Rules, it should 

be so stated; and if “Reserved” timber means timber cut on waste land which has not been leased or 

sold, that should also be expressed.”^̂

It seems that there were various defects and lacunas in the proposed rules framed for British 

Sikkim. The Government of India took into account the criticism of the Advocate General, and after 

some changes and modifications confirmed the Rules on 15*̂  August, 1866 prescribed for British 

Sikkim which would be the model for the forest rules in Lower Provinces for a few years. The 

Advocate Greneral’s observations on the Act VII itself was also considered in future. However, the 

Advocate General was not the only person to find defects in Act VH of 1865. Mr. Brandis found the 

Act very defective and explained in a revised Bill and a Memorandum very clearly the necessity for 

new legislation in 1868.^  ̂The main deficiencies were those noticed by the Hon’ble Mr.Hope in the 

viceregal council which met on the 6* March 1878:

“It drew no distinction between the forests which required to be closely reserved, even at the 

cost of more or less interference with private rights, and those which merely needed general control 

to prevent improvident working. It also provided no procedure for enquiring into and settling the 

rights which it so vaguely saved, and gave no powers for regulating the exercise of such rights 

without appropriating them. It obliged you, in short, either to take entirely, or to let alone entirely. 

On control over private forests, in the general interests of the community, it was absolutely silent. 

For duties on timber, even those actually levied, it gave no authority. Protection for Grovemment 

forests, so interlaced with private ones as to be in chronic danger of plunder, there was none. In 
various minor points also it was deficient.”^̂

The Act Vn of 1865 was the mother of the Forest Rules for British Sikkim. But the Act’s 

major or minor defects could not in any way do any harm to the forest management in initial stage 

/  in British Sikkim since there was no Zamindars in British Sikkim, and as such there was no private 

^  forests in British Sikkim. But the ‘Rongs’ or Lepchas used to live there and were dependent on 
forest land and forest produce. Yet, the Rules framed for British Sikkim said nothing specifically 

about their rights. They were not ryots but original inhabitants of the area. The ryots were allowed 
to remove grass, bamboos and timber of inferior quality for building or thatching native dwellings.
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But they were not allowed to use superior timber like Sal, Sissoo, Kala Sissoo, Chestnut, 

Chalaunee, Oak, and Magnolia. In nowhere the rights of the Lepchas were specifically mentioned.

However, it is to be noted that the first reservations were notified in the official Gazette on 

13* July 1865 according to the provisions of Act VII of 1865 in the forest areas of the present 
Darjeeling Division as well as the Sal forests of the Terai districts reserved from sale under the 

Waste Land Ru les . I n  British Sikkim the entire control of the reserved forests, under the Rules 

dated 15* August 1866 was placed in the hands of the department.^^ But some problems of 
Darjeeling Forests were not solved in 1866. H. Leeds, Conservator of Forests, Lower Provinces in 

his Forest Admiaistration Report for the year 1867-68 notes that there is a fine tract of Forest about 

12 square miles in extent, called the “Goom Pahar” near Darjeeling, whence most of the local 

supplies have been drawn for some time past. This tract is worked and managed by the Daijeeling 

Municipality. It has been proposed to transfer this forest to the Forest Department, but the terms 

caimot be agreed upon at present with the Municipality.

It is also known from Mr. Leeds’ Forest Administration Report for the year 1867-68 that all 

timber upto 1868 has been worked out by direct (jovemment agency; but it is hoped that permit- 

holders will, in time, be induced to enter and work the Forests, by which the Departmental 

Establishment will be relieved from a mass of work and accounts, occupying time which should be 

employed in conservancy matters.

During this period the work was carried on entirely by Nepalese coolies, who used to come 

^ during November and December at the foot of the Hills, sometimes to the number of 1,700 to 2,000 

at a time. They used to return for the most part to their own countiy again in May, when the 

operations closed for the season and the climate became very unhealthy. Some few instead of 

retuming home used to go up into the Hills and were employed on plantations and felling and 

stacking timber in the temperate Forests. It was hoped by the forest administrators that many of 

these people would gradually be drawn along the base of the Hills and be induced to settle on the 

lower slopes, by which labourers would become more easily available than it had hitherto been.
I These coolies suffered a great deal from fever, of which they were greatly in fear. But they readily 

accepted European treatment, and it was proposed next session to have an Apothecary stationed 

among them near the Teesta to treat them at once when they got sick or met with accidents.^^
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The implementation of the Act VII of 1865 proved beneficial to the Forest Department since 

the yield of the forests in British Sikkim increased. Schedule no 4 gives information concerning the 
timber extracted from the Forests in British Sikkim during the year 1867-68, viz.:-

Logs................................................................. No. 5,580

Sleepers.............................................................  No. 30,638

Planks............................ ..................................  No. 1,503

Shingles............................................................  No. 4,70,110

Scantlings.........................................................  Running Feet 36,484

Forest collections yearly were also increasing. Conservator of Forests reported, “It is 

satisfactory to observe that the collections on Forest produce are annually increasing, and there is 

very reason to believe that they will yet increase considerably, as they attract more attention before 

they attain to an average amount.”^̂  But the progress was not uniform in British Sikkim. In the 

Annual Forest Report for the year 1869-70 prepared by H. Leeds, Conservator of Forests, L.P., 

Bengal, it was noted “Two hundred and eighty seven logs and 5,567 sleepers were floated down 

from Ryeng, a forest depot above the rapids in the Teesta, to Sivok depot, situated at the exit of the 

river from the mountains into the plains; but of these only 81 logs and 5,355 sleepers arrived at 

Sivok. The loss in transit is therefore still very large, causing both waste of material and labour, the 

large portion of which falls upon Government. Until some better means of extracting timber from 

the forests above the rapids has been discovered, work in these localities must cease.”

By 1870 the forest areas under the control of the British began to be reorganized. It has 

already been said that after reservation in the year 1865, the forests between the Mechi and the Tista 

constituted the Sikkim Division. In the year 1870, the forests of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri districts 

were lumped together and put in one charge called the Cooch Behar Forest Division. Administration 
if this charge was felt to be difficult and in the year 1874, it was split up and the Daqeeling Forest 

Division was opened with the forests in that District. In 1877, Kurseong sub-division was opened 

under the administrative charge of the Divisional Forest Officer, Daijeeling Division, with the forest 
tract dealt with in this plan excluding Mahaldaram and Chattakpur Blocks. In the year 1890, the 
Kurseong Forest Sub-division was formed into an independent Division. In the year 1891, the 

Sivoke Hill forests which had been under the control of the Tista Division since 1881 was
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transferred to Kurseong Division. In 1910 and 1919, the Mahaldaram and Chattakpur Blocks were 

transferred to the Kurseong from Daijeehng Division.^  ̂ In the same way, for the better 

administration of forest operations in 1877 the Tista Division was formed from a part of the old 

Daijeeling Division. It comprised the forests in the Valleys of the Tista and Great Rungeet Rivers 

and in the Daling Sub-division of the Daqeeling District. '̂' In 1878 A.M. Mackenzie, Secretary to 

the Government of Bengal wrote, “This division has not yet been fully formed. A large area in the 

Daling sub-division is about to be added to it, which will raise the area from the present figure of 61 

square miles to 255 square miles. It will then be subdivided into two charges — (1) The Teesta 

division, with 132 square miles, and (2) The Daling division with 154 square miles.”^̂  If these two 

areas are added together the total square miles goes upto 286 square miles; but Mr. Mackenzie notes 

that the total area of the Tista division will raise to 255 sq. miles. It is short of 31 sq. miles. Where 

from these areas will be added to the Tista division is not clear from the report. Be that as it may. 
Dr. W. Schlich, Conservator of Forests, L.P. Bengal in his Progress Report of Forest Administration 

in Bengal for 1877-78, lays stress upon the necessity of dividing the forests into small manageable 

charges.^  ̂In 1879 the Tista division was renamed Kalimpong Division, and the Forest Department 

_̂yt!ook over the charge of it between 1879 and 1881. The First working plan for the division was 
prepared in 1896 for a period of 10 years. In 1901 a separate plan was written for the forests in the 

Mai block which covered 6,107 acres. This was in force upto 1905 when the Second Working Plan 

was written for the whole division on the expiary of the First working Plan. The Second Working 

Plan (1906-1921) divided the whole division into 6 working circles, namely, Tista, Chel, Lish, 

Neora, Jaldhaka and Pankasari.^’

Meanwhile a more comprehensive Indian Forest Act VII of 1878 was enacted in 

supersession of the First Forest Law of 1865 and fresh notification was issued notifying all the 

Reserved Forests under the Act. Under this Act attempts were later made to introduce regular 

methods of treatment in small sections of the forest. In 1882, Mr. Gamble prepared a working 

scheme for the Sukna working circle under Kurseong division which comprised only the following 

blocks; Chamta, Adalpur, Kynanuka, Rungdong, Sukna and Kuklong. The scheme prescribed 
“small thinning”, “improvement thinning” and “selection felling”, also cultural operations, such as 
freeing plants from climbers and artificially stocking blanks. No copy of this scheme being 

available the exact nature of the operations indicated by the above terms cannot be ascertained. The 

yield was fixed by volume combined with area, except for the “selection felling” for which the yield 
was determined by number of trees with an area check. Thus every operation was sought to be
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rigidly controlled. The scheme was worked for seven years with certain modifications consequent 

on the realization that the yield had been fixed too high, and was abandoned in 1890.68

In 1887, Messrs. Chester and French jointly drew up a working plan for the Bamanpokri 

forests under Kurseong division. This plan divided the forest into two working circles. The steep 

hill in the north of the block formed a working circle to be treated by a so called “selection method” 

which consisted in the removal of dry trees only on a 9 -  year cycle. For the rest of the forests 

successive regeneration fellings were prescribed. The yield was fixed by volume. The plan failed 

for lack of demand and was dropped after 2 years.^  ̂ In 1882 Mr.Gamble drew up a scheme of 

working in Dhobijhora forest under Kurseong division, but it soon fell into abeyance because the 

demand was too small to make regular working possible.

Above experiments in small forest tracts show that the Forest Department was carrying on 

trial and error method even after the enactment of the Act of 1878. The department failed to 
estimate the demand of different timber and naturally the Forest Department was suffering fi-om 

losses. This was because of the weakness of the planning which could not be termed as scientific. In 

view of this a regular working plan for the forests of Kurseong Division was drawn up by Mr. Hatt 

in the year 1902 which was carried out till 1918. The forests of the three Ranges were placed under 

two working circles —  Eastern and Western Ranges under Sukna working circle and Kurseong 

Range under Kurseong working circle. The Sukna working circle was subdivided into two Felling 
Series, viz., Terai and Hill. Selection and improvement fellings were prescribed in the Sukna 

working circle with a felling cycle of 15 years. The yield was fixed by number of trees. The 

improvement felling also included removal of inferior species interfering with Sal or any other 

valuable species to meet the fire-wood and box-planking demand of neighbouring tea estates and 

the fellings were sought to be arranged so that they might extend, in about 5 to 10 years over the 

whole area capable of being worked to meet the demand in question. The result showed 

improvement. All work concentrated in one Range to the entire exclusion of the other during one- 

half of the felling cycle. Still, there was a fly in the ointment. Cultural operations that should have 

ameliorated to a certain extent ihe conditions engendered by heavy felhngs were not effectively 
done. The prescriptions seemed wise but were not properly carried out

y  Almost similar method was adopted in various circles in Kalimpong Division. The Second 

Working Plan for the division which was in force from 1906 to 1921 prescribed selection fellings 
combined with improvement fellings on a 15 -  year felling cycle. This was applicable to Tista,
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Chel, Lish, Neora, Jaldhaka and Pankasari working circles. Each working circle was divided into a 

number of annual coupes and the number of Sal trees over a minimum girth of 6 feet 4 inches which 

could be removed from each coupe was laid down. Selection fellings of miscellaneous species were 

prescribed passing twice over each working circle in 15 years. The above prescription for Sal were 

fiilly carried out in respect of the number prescribed for removal though there was a tendency on the 

part of the marking officer to take the required number of trees from that part of the annual coupe 

which was first visited. Improvement fellings were in deficit as before, due to a lack of demand. 

However, fellings were carried out upto the maximum limit where the demand was upto the supply. 

The result of these fellings was to increase the stock in certain localities where the subsequent 

cultural operations had been properly carried out, but, elsewhere, the areas were quickly covered by 

an impenetrable mass of creepers to the exclusion of all regeneration.™ Such measures were taken 

in forests near Darjeeling, namely, Sinchal, Mahaldaram, Takdah, Tasiding, Posambing, Mim and 

Nagri working circles. All this was done in the spirit of the Forest Act of 1878 and Forest Policy of 

1894.

After the passing of the Forest Act of 1878 a working plan was drawn up for the period 1880 

to 1890. This was originated by Sir Dietrich Brandis, then Inspector-General of Forests, who visited 

the Darjeeling Forests in 1879, and embodied his recommendations in a pamphlet entitled 

“Suggestions regarding the management of forests in the Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling Districts, 

Bengal, dated Simla, the 1*‘ November 1880.” In official circle this was known as “Suggestions”. 

Sir D. Brandis at the time of his visit found that the chief task of the officer in charge of the 

Darjeeling forests was to supply the station of Darjeeling and the cantonment of Jalapahar with 

timber, fire-wood, and charcoal. Accordingly, his suggestions were directed principally to this 

object. He did not profess to draw up a complete working plan; he did not even consider what 

rotation should be adopted, nor did he form a single complete working-circle. He simply made 

suggestions as to the method of treatment to be applied, the order in which the fellings should be 

made, and basing his calculations on the material required annually for Daijeeling and Jalapahar 

alone (Which he estimated at 500,000 cubic feet), he proceeded to discuss the arrangement of future 

fellings. Taking only into account the more accessible blocks (aggregating 12,257 acres), which he 
considered to be available for the supply of Daijeeling and Jalapahar, he estimated that this area, 

worked in accordance with his suggestions regarding treatment, would supply the above-mentioned 

demand for a period of 74 years, and within that space of time he expected other areas to be opened 
up by roads and so made available. He expressly states that this forecast is to be regarded “as
merely approximate and subject to many changes as the work progresses.”
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As anticipated by Sir D. Brandis, changes soon became necessary. Difficulties in connection 

with the fiiel-supply of Daijeeling and grazing brought about a revision of the scheme in 1882. In 

February of that year Dr. W. Schlich, Officiating Inspector-General of Forests, inspected most of 

the forests, and in his “Memorandum on the management of the forests in the Daijeeling Division, 

Bengal, dated Simla, the 21®‘ April 1882”, drew up a working scheme for the ten years from 1880 

tol890. The suggestions it contained were the result of discussions between Dr. Schlich, Mr. J.S. 

Gamble, the Conservator and Mr. E.G. Chester, the Divisional Officer. Reference must also be 

made to the orders of the Government of Bengal on the scheme, contained in Mr. Me Doimell’s 

letter. Revenue Department (Forests), No 511 TR, dated the 2"'* October 1882. These orders relate 

principally to the settlement of grazing, and further to the arrangements to be made for the supply of 

fuel to Daijeeling, in which matter the proposal for abandoning the business to private enterprise 

was approved. The regulation of grazing was subsequently dealt with in rules made by the Local 

Government under the Forest Act, and published in a notification, dated the 10* October 1885.

The problem of grazing which was ultimately solved was not itself so important. But on this 

issue there was a difference of opinion between Dr. Schlich and Mr. Wace, Deputy Commissioner 

of Daqeeling. The cattle-grazing was important since it was cormected with the milk-supply in 

Darjeeling. Paragraph 17 of Dr. Schlich’s memorandum shows that the Forest Department propose 

to set aside for cattle-grazing thell blocks therein named, comprising 8,856 acres. Dr. Schlich 

calculated that he had to arrange 450 head of cattle, and the provision he made gave about 20 acres 
per head, and that was probably an adequate provision for the number of cattle counted upon. The 

Deputy Commissioner of Darjeeling, however, objected to Dr. Schich’s proposal on the grounds -  

(1) that the number of cattle was under-estimated; and (2) that some of the blocks set aside for 
grazing were too far from the Darjeeling station. The Lieutenant Governor thought Mr. Wace’s 

views on both these points reasonable, and he therefore approved his proposal to open the Rangbi, 

Sonada, and Nai Blocks to grazing but abstained from sanctioning Rishap and Sureil blocks open to 

grazing proposed by Mr. Wace since the opening would hamper the improvement of cinchona 

reserves.^^

As this difference of opinion was neither healthy for forest administration nor for the general 

administration the Govemment formulated rules demarcating the area of flinctioning between the 
two sets of administration in 1891. According to the Rule 1. of the Govemment order (a) the 

Divisional Forest Officer to be Assistant to District Officer regarding all forest matters but to retain
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his subordination to Conservator, (b) All operations to be under Divisional Forest OfiQcer’s control, 

(c) All correspondence on general and administrative subjects to pass through District Officer, who 
may direct Forest Officer to suspend action on any orders passed thereon by Conservator, reporting 

fact to Conservator and Commissioner, with reasons. Rule 5. said, “Differences between District 

Officer and Conservator not removable by mutual references to be submitted to Commissioner for 

settlement with Conservator; and if unable to do so. Commissioner to submit it to Government, 

informing Conservator.” Rule 9. stated “Responsibility of Conservator to remain unimpaired. He to 

be informed of all orders passed by District Officers, Commissioners and Government, and of all 
business between District and Forest Officers, and, as a rule, to be consulted on all matters to be 

submitted to Government.” Rule 10. noted —  Subordinate Revenue Officers of all grades to assist 

in -

I. management of Government waste lands;

n. assessment and collection of Government dues;

m. management of all forests.

District Officer also to authorize Divisional Forest Officer to address orders to these officials 

direct in matters in which it may be convenient to act without the intervention of the District 

Officer. Rule 12. said:

(a) Forest Office to be near District Office.
(b) Formal correspondence between District Officer and Divisional Forest Officer to be 

avoided; original files to be interchanged as between District Officer and his 

Revenue Assistants.
(c) District Officer may direct Divisional Forest Officer to file in district record office 

forest records relating to forest settlements or revenue leases or matters affecting the 

use of forests and waste lands by the surrounding population.

Rule 13-Proposals-

(a) for the formation of new forests;
(b) affecting the use of forests and waste lands by the surrounding population;

to be addressed, after consulting District Officer, by Conservator, to Commissioner for 

submission to Government.
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Inter alia it was decided under Rule 4. -  “Ordinarily the District Officer will record, after perusal, 

his signature under the word “forwarded” on the flying docket, or he may record remarks on letters 

from Divisional Forest Officer, and may retum to Conservator for reconsideration any letter to 

Divisional Forest Officer, with reasons.” Under Rule 7. it was stated —  “Annual plan of operation 

prescribed in section 82 of the Forest Department Code to be submitted for Conservator’s sanction 

on r ‘ June through District Officer, who will record his assent or dissent (stating reasons) ” 

Differences of opinion must be dropped or dealt with under rule 5. Deviations from approved 

provisions of plan or additions thereto not permitted, except by consent of parties concemed. 
Responsibility for carrying out the plan rests with Divisional Forest Officer. Under Rule 6. -

72Conservator to control all matters of patronage among subordinate and of departmental discipline.

These rules to regulate the official relations between Forest and District Officers struck a 

balance between the two sets of administrative machinery of the colonial Government. Hitherto 

there was no demarcation of the line of functioning, overlapping one another; as such the District 

Officer often clashed with the Divisional Forest Officer and vice versa. Now this was clinched once 

for all, and a healthy atmosphere was created between the district and forest administrations. Only 

subjects of a purely technical nature, namely, development of trees, sowing and planting, valuation 

surveys, data for working plan etc. were kept under Forest Department.

By this time the Forest Department decided to make a few working plans of the Upper Hill 

Forests in the district of Daijeeling. Of these Manson’s working plan should be mentioned first. 

This plan for working the Upper Hill Forests of the Kurseong Division was introduced in 1892 and 

was in force till 1900-01. As the system of sale of trees by permits at fixed price per tree proved to 

be a failure in as much as it deteriorated the forest crop due to removal of all best trees, leaving only 

the defective ones to accumulate, it was stopped and the forests were worked under a rotation of 

160 years distributed into five Periodic Blocks of 32 years each. P. B-1 was to be regenerated by 

taking out half the crop over one-sixteenth of the block annually in a regeneration felling. The 

remaining half was to be left as a shelter-wood over the young crop which, it was anticipated, would 

consist of natural seedlings supplemented by sowing and planting. This shelter-wood was to be 
removed later in a final felling. The Periodic Blocks II to V were to be worked under improvement 

fellings at the rate of one block annually in order to bring them into a more normal condition. The 
time that would elapse before the final felling was not specified in the plan but was anticipated to be 

less then 16 years and so a revision of the plan after 8 or 10 years was contemplated.
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This revision was made by Osmaston and the revised plan was put to effect from 1902, that 

is, after Manson’s plan was over which had a span of 10 years. In case of Mahaldaram only eight 

coupes worked in 10 years under Manson’s plan and the revision prescribed for removal in the final 

felling of all the shelter-wood in succession but no new regeneration fellings were prescribed or 

undertaken. The amelioration felling was modified to the effect that only dead, fallen and hollow 

trees were allowed to be removed from P.B.S. II to IV and felling approaching regeneration 

fellings were prescribed for P.B.V where saplings both natural and artificially raised, were in 

abundance. The final fellings were followed by artificial restocking by planting and dibbling on 

which reliance had to be placed almost entirely. This shows that the British like a confiised traveller 

working in the forests.

Osmaston recommended a revision of his plan after 10 years by which time his prescriptions 

that aimed to serve the purpose by experimentation would indicate a proper technic for fiiture 

working. “By this time conscientious (sic) of opinion was beginning to veer towards a system of 

clear felling followed by planting, if it could be proved that planting was possible without shelter- 

wood.”^̂  It was apparent then that Manson’s plan of regeneration under shelter-wood could not be 

worked with advantage because of retention of two-thirds of the original crop including all the 

biggest stems and wolf trees. Consequently, the regeneration suffered very much from the over

head shade of the shelter-wood trees as well as physical damage to the regenerated crop at the time 

of final felling. The prescription for laying out coupes was also defective as too much consideration 

was given to adequate seed dispersal from the mother trees and felling coupes were prescribed in 

long and narrow strips across the contours. This made the forests liable to landslips and inspection 

was rendered extremely difficult.

The error of the plantations made under Manson’s plan was in having two successive 

fellings, originally to be at the long interval of 16 years, afterwards reduced to 10. Other mistakes 

were in attempting to plant a whole area partially, instead of smaller area thoroughly. As a result, 

371 acres of plantation in Mahaldaram Block I was rather poor. The comparatively small proportion 

of the original transplants grew up in isolation in their earliest stages developed wide-spreading 
crowns owing to wide espacement. However, on the whole felled areas were successfully restocked.

Next Working Plan was undertaken by Grieve. It was introduced in 1912 and was in force 

till 1919. This plan was introduced mainly with the object of avoiding the second felling which had 
in so many cases destroyed the regeneration estabhshed after the first felling. Grieve excluded from
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his scheme all the areas open to grazing as being unworkable. The areas previously regenerated 

under Manson’s and Osmaston’s plans were put into a separate “plantation” working circle and the 

remainder were divided into a coppice working circle and a high forest.

A 30 years’ rotation was prescribed for the coppice working circle primarily for supply of 

fire-wood to the tea gardens. For the high forests (Daqeeling working circle), Mr. Grieve’s original 

intention was to prescribe the selection system on a rotation of 150 years with 25 years’ felling 

cycle, the possibility being determined by the number of trees for which purpose complete 

enumerations had been made over the whole working circle. During the felling cycle one-half of the 

class I trees were to be removed in groups, utilizing advance growth in the main, but supplementing 

it by planting where necessary. How this scheme would have worked is hard to say, for there were 

obvious difficulties. In the first place, it is believed that Grieve was far too sanguine about natural 

reproduction, and that, in practice, artificial regeneration would have had to be restored to almost 

entirely and for this, of course, the selection system whether by groups or by single trees, is not 

adopted. Secondly, although experimental groups had been made before the plan came into 

operation where two or three class I trees happened to be together in practice the allocation of one- 

half of the trees on a given area into anything that could be called groups would be extremely 

difficult because, as calculations showed the distance apart between class I trees averaged about 22 
yards (in the best areas, senchal 2, 17 yards and, in the worst, Babukhola, 35 yards). Lastly, Grieve 

gave no indication as to the size of group intended. The use of word “group” was unfortunate and 

proved a stumbling block all through, in as much as it was misinterpreted as having something to 

with the group system of Europe. Mr. Hart (later Sir George) in an inspection note of December 
1916 wrote: “The present Working Plan for the Daijeeling Forests has had rather a chequered 

career. The original proposal was to treat those areas by selection fellings in groups, the mature 

stems only being removed and natural regeneration mainly relied on. Further, as in areas open to 

grazing, regeneration of valuable species was entirely absent and held to impossible; it was 

proposed to confine the felling of green trees to the closed areas, fi-om which all stems over 2 feet in 

diameter were to be removed in 50 years. When, however, the preliminary report was submitted to 

the Inspector-Greneral of Forests for approval, the system of treatment proposed was altered from 
selection fellings by groups to regeneration fellings by the group method.” *̂' This was accepted and 
it was eventually decided, in spite of the protests of the compiler of the Plan, to regenerate the 

whole of the closed area in a period of 50 years, removing therefrom all first and second class trees. 
Seeing that class HI and IV trees in these forests were represented partly by species which never

grow to any size and partly by suppressed or misshappen stems of larger species, few of which
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could hope to escape damage when the classes I and II trees were removed, the plan, as altered, 

contemplated the removal of what amounted to practically the whole of the crop in 50 years. In 
other words, when the plan was in the press, the method was changed by a stroke of the pen from 

the selection to the regular method, and the rotation was reduced from 150 to 50 years. The method 

of calculating the possibility devised to suit the selection system originally proposed was still 

retained, and the plantations, which under the regular method should have formed the last period 

were still retained in a separate working circle. It is possible that, at the back of these amendments 

was an idea that an area then open to grazing could subsequently be closed in exchange for an equal 

area opened elsewhere, but not a word to this effect occurred in the plan, and it was directly 

contrary to the very essence of the proposals made in the preliminary report already approved by the 

Inspector-General. In any case, owing to the extraordinary length of the regeneration period (50 

years) it was not clear where the cattle could have already been accommodated.

The results of working of Grrieve’s plan show that such natural reproduction as existed had 

been on the ground before the “group” fellings were made, and the felling did not appear to have 
extended natural reproduction. As little or no planting had been done up to 1917 in the belief that 

natural reproduction would come in where there was no advance growth, some of the earlier groups 

looked rather bare. They would, no doubt, fill up eventually with less valuable species as did the 
coupes under Manson’s plan. The method prescribed of removing mature stems in groups over 

whole compartments was unsuitable. When the groups had become very numerous it was found 

difficult to inspect, check and supervise the various operations. The selection in groups became 

practically clear felling in patches with all thfe attendant disadvantages in having the work scattered. 

Natural reproduction had not made its appearance, hence it was decided to prescribe the method of 
clear felling and planting in conjunction with taungya cultivation.

On the forest management in Darjeeling district between 1865 and 1919 two important 

things should be observed. First, whether due to the experiments upon the felling of woods rainfalls 

was affected in the region. Secondly, whether extraction from the upper hill forests affected the 

conservation of soil resulting in floods.

The British argued that not for the felling of woods in the Khashmahal or reserved forests 

but due to the annihilation of forests for the cause of plantation of the tea gardens the forests began 
to be thinned out. With the phenomenal increase of the population which has taken place, and with 

the establishment of the tea industry, it was necessary to clear the land in order to support the people
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and to allow of the cultivation of tea plant. As a result, “whole forests have been annihilated, 

leaving here and there only a solitary tree or narrow belts of trees in the ravines, as evidence of the 
magnificent woods which have fallen a sacrifice to advancing cultivation.”^̂  Nowhere have the 

forests been so effectively cleared as on the tea gardens, but there is no proof that the rainfall has 

been in any way affected thereby. O’Malley in 1907 wrote : “The records of the Meteorological 

Department do not afford grounds for the belief that the distribution of the rainfall has been 

materially altered during the last 20 years ....” The figures quoted below for the station of 

Darjeeling do not disclose any diminution of rainiall as compared with half a century ago.’®

Year Rain in inches Year Rain in inches
1851... 126.50 1901. 109.73
1852... 104.70 1902. 148.55
1853... 118.18 1903. 92.71
1854... 147.33 1904. 121.53
1855... 108.22 1905. 153.97

Average.... 120.98 Average.... 125.30

Second problem is connected with soil erosion, land-slips and flood. No year passes without 

land-slips occurring to a greater or smaller extent in Daqeeling hills. The Divisional Forest Officer, 

Darjeeling observed that land-slips would have been fer more numerous and serious if the hills were 

completely laid bare of trees. “The trees in the forest not only cover the soil and hold the force of 

the torrential rain but their roots bind the soil and keep it porous thus allowing the droppings from 

the crown slowly to percolate and feed the springs continuously. Where there are no trees, rain 

water strikes the ground directly and quickly rushes down the slope. The soil gets hardened, the 

springs carmot be fed due to lack of seepage and consequently dry up as soon as the rains are over. 

The streams in the neighbourhood are flooded after rain and become altogether dry once the rainy 

season is over. The surface soil from the cultivated slopes and from land-slips is carried down by 
rain water and deposited as a fine paste choking all the pores in the bed of the river. In course of 

time seepage is practically stopped and as fiirther detritus is deposited, the bed of the river begins to 

rise and the volume of water that use to flow down the chaimel then over floods the banks causing 

great damage to cultivation.”’’ These are the reasons for recurrent floods in north Bengal and 
scarcity of water in the hills.

For this O’Malley first blamed the influx of settlers and the advance of cultivation; and 

/'secondly, he accused the reckless deforestation of Sikkim and Bhutan. He writes that in the Kiash 

Mahals or Government estates the forests have been widely cleared owing to the influx of settlers

and the advance of cultivation. The population, especially in those areas lying to the east of Tista,
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more than trebled within the last 20 years, that is, roughly between 1887 and 1907. Every year there 

has been a steady reclamation of waste land, which has not always been properly controlled. The 

bulk of the new settlers, particularly the Nepalese, have made their homes in lands where population 

was sparse or which were scattered in tracts of forests. Consisting for the most part of the poorer 

and more remote blocks, these tracts have been the last to attract settlers, but they are now eagerly 

taken up by those who can find no good land elsewhere, to the consequent destruction of the former 

forests. O’Malley notes that Government has directed that no new cultivation is to be allowed in a 

large number of blocks, and rules have been laid down to regulate the felling of trees. But in some 

parts the mischief has already been done, notably in the basins of the Chel and Lish rivers, which 

drain into Duars. He gives a caution to appropriate authority with the words that the clearing and 

grazing of these areas must, if not checked, eventually result in serious damage to the underlying 

tracts, owing to the erosion which sets in . This is an acute example to console a person after 

undoing him The British policy was to encourage the Nepalese to come fi’om Nepal and settle in 

adjacent to forest areas since they were the cheap labourers and used in forest operations for 

commercial purposes.

In the opinion of O’Malley the next danger was caused by the deforestation of Sikkim and 

Bhutan in consequence of the practice of jhuming or shifting cultivation. However, O’Malley 

formed his opinion from a note by Mr. J.W.A. Grrieve, Deputy Conservator of Forests. The practice 

of shifting cultivation destroys the scrub jungle and herbaceous growth over large areas, which were 

then roughly hoed or ploughed for cultivation. The heavy rain of the hills falling on the Jhumed 

surfaces of the steep slopes in Sikkim and Bhutan runs ofif very much more rapidly than nature ever 

intended it to do, with the result that an enormous head of water reaches the main streams (Tista, 

Jaldhaka, Torsa, Raidak, Chel, Sankos) suddenly, instead of gradually, and causes abnormal floods. 

This is caused by reckless deforestation in Sikkim and Bhutan. The brunt of the damage falls on the 

plains below, into which the rivers debouch, and not on the countries in which the evil of Jhuming 

is most prevalent. The example of the “damage caused in this way is afforded by a stream rurming 

into the Tista about 10 miles above the Tista bridge, which has brought down silt to such an extent 

on the Sikkim side that it has caused that river to alter its course to the west bank, where it is now 
engaged in rapidly cutting away the most valuable sal forest of the whole Daijeeling district.”’®

But, for this Sikkim and Bhutan should not be blamed only. The Divisional Forest Officer, 

Kalimpong states, “The dangers of soil erosion are becoming more and more evident in those parts 

^ o f  the Kalimpong Khas Mahal which have been given over to cultivation.” He fiirther notes,
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“Where the forest has been cleared away in the course of the last 80 years, the protective covering 

of the deep soil which was the legacy of the primeval forest has how all been washed away, sheet 

erosion is rapidly taking place and in many places, gullies and landslides have started so that the 

evils of erosion, at first insidious, are now forcing themselves upon men’s attention.”’  ̂Divisional 

Forest Officer, Darjeeling observes, “Though the wood-cutter on the hill hardly realises the effect of 

felling trees and laying bare the hill slopes, people hundreds of miles below suffer hardship.”**'

Thus, it is clear that the Forest Department of Bengal along with Sikkim and Bhutan were 

responsible for erosion in hills for which reckless deforestation was the only cause. Naturally, to 

avoid such erosion and recurrent floods in north Bengal a comprehensive scheme for protective 

measures against erosion was prescribed by the Divisional Forest Officer of Kalimpong.

The effects of the so-called forest reservation in Darjeeling district should be viewed from 

another angle. With what consideration the British treated the Lepchas, the aboriginal inhabitants of 

British Sikkim? Is the treatment of the Lepchas fair in Daqeeling during the period of forest 

reservation? About the Lepchas O’Malley wrote in 1907: “Formerly they possessed all the hill 

country of Darjeeling and Sikkim, but about 250 years ago the Tibetans invaded their country and 

drove them into lower valleys and gorges;” O’Malley thought that being driven out of their native 

land by the Tibetans the Lepchas took shelter in Kalimpong which was conquered and taken away 

from them by the Bhutanese. O’Malley, however, did not refer to his sources of information that the 

Tibetans drove them out from Daijeeling and Sikldm. But he informed us that the Lepchas were 

“never so happy when they are in their native woods”. He further informed us that the Lepchas 

accustomed to shifting cultivation gradually learnt settled cultivation from the Nepalese and “with 

the introduction of settled cultivation and the reservation of the forests, they have had to give up 

their old nomadic cultivation, and have lost much of their jungle craft.” He in an apologetic tone 

noted, “when we first acquired the hill territory of Darjeeling, there were practically no Lepchas in 

the land, and a contemporary writer says that the oppression of the Raja had forced 1,200 able- 

bodied Lepchas, who, he says, formed two-thirds of the population of Sikkim, to fly from 

Darjeeling and its neighbourhood.” However, he came to the conclusion “that the Lepchas at any 
rate not decreased under British rule, largely no doubt as a result of the establishment of a reserve 
for them in Kalimpong.”

Now the propositions are; First, O’Malley said that the Tibetans drove the Lepchas from 

Darjeeling and Sikkim into the lower valley and gorges; second, O’Malley said that Lepchas settled 
in Kalimpong which was conquered and taken away from them by the Bhutanese; third, O’Malley
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, on the basis of a contemporary writer reported that due to the oppression of the Raja of Sikkim the 

Lepchas fled their own country; fourth, the policy of the reservation of Darjeeling forests was not 

responsible for their ousting from DaqeeUng forests since there was practically no Lepcha in 

Darjeeling and its neighbourhood.

It is obvious from above that the first and third points are self-contradictory. If the Tibetans 

already drove the Lepchas out of Daqeeling and Sikkim, then, whom the Raja of Sikkim oppressed? 

Moreover, if there was practically no Lepchas in Daijeeling during the acquisition of the hill 

territory of Darjeeling, then, how A wanderer paid a visit to a Lepcha village in Daqeeling in 1839? 

The writer wrote a letter on the subject dated March I, 1839 which appeared in The Englishman on 

3’̂“̂ March 1839.®̂  It is true that the King of Bhutan occupied Kalimpong but it is not clear from the 

Gazetteer of O’Malley whether they oppressed the Lepchas. If so, why the Lepchas ultimately took 

shelter in the forests of Bhutan proper?

But the suppression and manipulation of facts have been exploded by the Deputy 

Commissioner of Darjeeling, a man on the spot, in 1869. W.W. Hunter noted, “The Deputy 

Commissioner is of opinion that they {Lepchas) are gradually being driven out o f the district, owing 

first, to the increase of regular cultivation, and secondly, to the conservation of the forests by the 

Forest Department.”*̂  The quotation speaks for itself and need no elaboration. It is undeniable that 

the inhabitants of the hills relied mostly on forest and forest produce. Before the management of 

forests was taken up, people had absolute rights over them as if it was their personal property.*  ̂But, 

even after the first Forest Law was passed there was scope to keep the forest-dwellers adjacent to 

the Reserves. The Law provided that notification of the Reserve Forests should not abridge or affect 

any existing rights of individuals or communities. According to the subsequent Forest Act in 
Reserve Forests everything was prohibited unless specifically permitted and in Protected Forests 

everything was permitted unless specifically prohibited.*'  ̂And it is known to all interested in forest 

protection that the tribal communities are not only forest-dwellers but also for centuries, they have 

evolved a way of life which, on the one hand, is woven round forest ecology and forest resources, 

on the other ensures that the forest is protected against man and nature. At this backdrop, the forest 

administration in the region of Darjeeling was at a discount cannot be denied. Incompetence, 
mediocre and inexperienced bureaucrats made matter worse. They suffered from a superiority 
complex and did not try to understand the psyche of the aboriginal inhabitants of Daqeeling district. 

Be that as it may, the Lepchas bid adieu to their motherland and the rivers Tista, Jadhaka and Torsa 

showed the Lepchas their destination to Bhutan forests. The silent snowcapped peaks of the 
Himalayas only witnessed to their tearfiil eyes.
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JALPAIGUm

Jalpaiguri as a district stands supreme in the history of forests in West Bengal. John F. 

Gruning ia 1911 in District Gazetteer of Jalpaiguri wrote, “All the forests in the district are at 

present controlled by the Forest Department, for the Baikanthpur Forest has been placed under the 

Deputy Conservator of Forests, Jalpaiguri Division, since the estate came under the Court of 

Wards.” The reserved forests in the district of Jalpaiguri were divided for administrative purposes 
into two divisions, the Jalpaiguri and Buxa divisions. The Jalpaiguri division bears one of the best 

Sal forests of India and within its small compass of 182 square miles (1911 A.D.)^has various 

types of association of forest tree species, other flora and feuna. It has about seventy tea estates 

bordering the forests and a vast population is directly or indirectly dependent on it, and therefore, 

every fit of forest produce is salable. In this division even an insignificant tree would fetch good 

fortune.

Several tarred motorable roads and many metalled roads intersect the Division and make 

most of the areas easily accessible. One metre gauge and other broad gauge line and several branch 

lines have added to the facility of extraction and transportation creating a keen competition in the 

market IA drive through the smooth and wide National Highway and Lateral Route amidst the 

picturesque tea estates and high forests with wild life offers the visitors a rare calm and serene 

enchantment. There are also the lure of Chapramari and Gtorumara wild life sanctuaries where the 

visitors can see elephants, rhinos, tigers, bisons, several species of deer and other animals with little 

effort)

i The tall grasses and reed jungles, so fevourite to the wild life are vanishing alarmingly 

owing to extension of cultivation of agricultural crop and tea. The reed forests in Gorumara within 

the Jalpaiguri Forest Division have the habitat for the rhiaos and to casual and less opulent visitors 

this sanctuary is unique and more sought after than the much bigger and famous Jaldapara sanctuary 

(Cooch Behar Forest Division).!

(Owing to easy accessibility, springing up of many business centres and wood based 

industries and increase of population in the urban areas, the pressure on these forests has been 
exceptionally heavy^

^The forests under this division comprise the whole of the Reserved Forests in the Jalpaiguri 

District west of the Torsa river, and lie between 26^33' and 26^58' North Latitude and 88^35' and
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89 20' East Longitude^ The division is bounded on the north by the Kalimpong Reserved Forests 

and the Bhutan State, on the east by the Torsa river, on the south by Khasmahal and private jotes 
and on the west by the Tista river.*  ̂Within this area Western Duars forms a parallelogram vsdth a 

length, east and west, of 86.75 miles, and breadth, north and south, of 38 miles. It lies between the 

parallels of 26*13' and 27® North Latitude, and between 88*30' and 89*55' East Longitude.*’ The 

boundaries of Western Duars are -

North - Darjeeling district and Bhutan.

East - The Sankos river and Groalpara district of the Province of Assam.

South - Kuch Behar and Pargona Bykuntpur of the Jalpaiguri district.
West - The Tista river.**

Another portion of Duars is known as Eastem Duars. It is extended from Sankosh river in 

the West to Manas river in the East. The Western and Eastem Duars are jointly known as Bhutan 

Duars and this whole area was ceded by Bhutias after Bhutan war (1864 -  65).*̂

Other portion of Duars was known as Bengal Duars, lying to the west of Tista, and bounded 

on all sides by the Bykuntapur pargana. It was annexed from Bhutan in 1865 at the time as the 

Westem Duars. It is now known as Ambari Falakata.^®

The configuration of the ground of Jalpaiguri Division is that the tract has a general incline 
from north to south; the elevation of the station of Jalpaiguri being 271 feet above mean sea level 

and the northern part of the district over 1,000 feet. The northern part of the Titi forest is in the 

hills-steep and precipitous land from 500 to 4,000 feet in elevation. The remaining, and by far the 
larger part of these forests is in almost flat country. The bulk of the forests of this division are in the 

true plains which like the plateau, slope towards the south but with an even more gentle gradient. 

The general level of the plains above the sea here is about 300 feet. As might be supposed, all 

water-courses flow from north to south. Those which rise in the hills are intermittent torrents in the 

rains and, when not in spate, they occupy only a small part of their wide beds, which are rocky, 

gravelly or sandy according to the distance from the hills. All except the largest disappear 
underground for some part of their length in the cold weather, giving rise to a waterless tract which 
may be anything upto eight miles in width. For the first few miles aft;er leaving the hills, these 

streams are confined to some extent by the necessity of cutting their way through the plateau but, 

once in the plains, they spread out until land that is, or at some time has been, river bed almost 
equals in extent the slightly higher tracts which intervene. “It is on these, seemingly permanent,
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higher tracts that Sal (Shorea robusta) grows. The streams which rise in the plains are, in ahnost 

every respect, the opposite of those which rise in the hills; they occupy the whole of their narrow 

beds, vary little at the different seasons and the vegetation near them is evergreen and moist in type 

instead of deciduous and dry.”^̂

Regarding geology, rock and soil of this division it is to be noted that flanking the hills is a 

deposit of boulders, clay, gravel and sand extending for fully twenty-five miles towards the plains, 

the gravel becoming smaller as the distance from the hills increases. The deposit is cut up by and 

finally passes into, the alluvium of the existing river system. “The soil is often dark coloured from 

the ashes of repeated jungle fires and organic matter. The presence of sandy loam, well adopted to

the growth of Sal, may account for the larger blocks of Sal forests.”®̂ The average day temperature
6 6 6 varies from 15.5 C to 21 C during the cold weather, that is November to February, from 26.5 C to

30^C during the period May to September, and from 24®C to 26.5^C during the rest of the year.̂ ^

The average armual rainfall in the plains is about 155 inches increasing towards north and

decreasing towards the south. Along the foothills the rainfell varies according to the configuration,

and on the outer ranges of the hills themselves as much as 200 inches fells annually. '̂^

About river system it is to be noted that the tract is cut up by a number of rivers which rise 

in the distant hills on the north and flow southwards. The principal rivers are Tista, Chel, Neora, 

Murti, Jaldhaka, Diana and Torsa, the first and the last forming the western and the eastern 

boundaries respectively of the division. The rivers with tributaries ensure good drainage and before 

the communication was made modem these rivers used to transport timber. There is water almost 

throughout the year in these rivers, reduced to a minimum during February to April. Water supply is 
consequently adequate.^  ̂The following is an extract from Mr. Heines’ Working Plan quoted in the 

Fourth Working Plan for the Jalpaiguri Division:

“In the northern part of the tract there are small hills and plateaux cut up by the rivers that 

descend from the Himalayas. Some of the plateaux are destitute of surface water, and water emerges 

from their bases in numeros springs at distances sometimes extending to twelve miles from the hills 
proper. The Sal tracts are for the most part situated below the plateaux. The forests are usually cut 
up by numerous Khals and Jhoras with a general north and south trend.”^^hese streams which 

apparently rise in the plains are more important as a source of supply of water for labourers and 
plantation work than the big rivers mentioned above. These rivers often change their courses 

considerably creating troubles for transportation!^
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feie second Forest Division in Jalpaiguri district is Buxa which was named after a tribef’ 

Buxa is a romantic name connected with our national movement where detenues had to wait behind 

the prison bars in complete loneliness and dreamt of an independent India which would take a pride 

place in the comity of nations. It was also known as a military cantormient. Its population in 1901 
was 581 souls. It commands one of the principal passes into Bhutan and is two miles from 

Santrabari, at the foot of the hills and six miles from the frontier. The cantonment, which was 

established during the Bhutan War in 1864, consists of a rough fort with three pickets, called the 

right, left, and Magdala, on spurs at a higher elevation; it garrisoned in 1908 by a detachment of the 

62"̂  Punjabis comprising three officers, and a double company of 200 men. Water is obtained from 

two perennial streams, one of which issues from the base of the plateau.^*

The forests of the Buxa Division comprise the whole of the Reserved Forests in the

Jalpaiguri district east of the Torsa River and lie between 26^29' and 26^52' North Latitude and
0 089 15' and 89 55' East Longitude. It is situated on a small gravel plateau 1,800 feet above sea-level. 

The Division is bounded on the north by the Bhutan State, on the east by the Sonkosh River (which 
separates Bengal from Assam), on the south by Khas Mahal lands and private jotes under tea or 

other cultivation, and on the east by the Torsa River.®̂  The Forest Blocks lie mostly in a tract of 

Submontane and plains country, with a small area of outer hill forest.

The general configuration of the area is that the tract consists mainly of level, or slightly 

undulating land, with a general incline from north to south, but extends in some places into the outer 
ranges of the Himalayas and reaches an elevation of 6,000 feet above Buxa. The old military station 

of Buxa, which is the headquarters of the Division, is built on a spur of the Himalayas at an 

elevation of approximately 2,000 feet above mean sea level.

About geology, rock and soil it should be mentioned that with the exception of the Buxa 

hills, the tract is covered by alluvial deposits consisting of coarse gravels near the hills, sandy clay 
and sand along the course of the rivers and fine sand consolidating into clay in the flatter parts of 

the river plain. The soil generally is of excellent quality, good depth and great fertility. The 

temperature is rarely excessive. The average day temperature in the plains varies between 60 F and 

70V from November to February, between 8oV and 9oV from May to September and between 

75^F and 80^ during the rest of the year. The highest recorded temperature was 102.5^ in 1899 

and lowest 36^ in 1887. The rains are very heavy and general in June, July and August. The
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average annual rainfell in the plains is about 167" increasing a little towards the north and 

decreasing towards the south.

The tract is cut up by a number of rivers which rise in the hills to the north and flow 

southwards. The rise and fall with great rapidity and by frequently changing their courses, do much 

damage. The principal rivers are Torsa, Kaljani, Diana, Bala Jainti, Raidak and Sankos, the right 

bank of the first and last forming respectively the western and the eastern boundaries of the 

division. The forests are cut up by numerous Khals and Jhoras with a general north and south trend. 

These streams are more important as a water-supply for labour engaged in plantation work than the 

big rivers mentioned above. The Meches and Garos mainly inhabited the forest tract.

Implementation of the Forest Acts and Policy 
In the Jalpaiguri District

^ T h e  history of forest management in the forest tract of Jalpaiguri, spreading over a period 

covering a century is a fascinating stud^ Dr. McClelland, who was the Superintendent of Forest in 

Pegu, submitted a report being compiled on his observations of Pegu forests to the Govemment of

India in 1854 which resulted in the femous Memorandum of the Govemment of India of 1855. But
1

that important document of Lord Dalhousie fe,iled to influence the Govemment of Bengal. The 

Bengal Govemment did not take any step in the province on the prescribed lines of the 

Memorandum to stop indiscriminate felhng of the woods which was going on for a long time even 

within the British occupied forest areas. However, on the basis of^alhousie’s declaration Dr. 

McClelland started a system of forest management in considerable parts of British India, but Bengal 

stood neglected. Dr. McClelland initiated a system but could not place it on a scientific basis. His 

system of forest management was transformed into scientific forestry by a German expert —  Sir 

Dietrich Brandis. He toured some parts of Bengal forests and on consultation with Dr. T. Anderson 

drew up a note of his proposals dated 18* December, 1862.^®^This may be considered the first step 

towards the forest conservancy in Bengal. The British were pressed by circumstances and were 

obUged to consider two things. First, during this period no standard timber was coming to Calcutta, 

either firom Burma or from northern India to meet the demands of Culcutta port. Second, price of 
timber and fire-wood was gradually increasing. Brandis in his report showed the ways of scientific 
forestry to overcome the problems faced by the province. Brandis was the path-finder, but it was Dr. 

Anderson who went forward along this path.
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The Bengal government had entrusted to Anderson the work of carrying out prehminary 

enquiries and investigations into the forests. These were confined to an inspection of the forests in 
the north, that is, in the Eastern Himalaya, including Sikkim, in which Hooker had travelled and 

compiled valuable botanical reports; and to some extent the belt of the Sal forests in the Terai and 

Duars at the foot of the hills.

|Meanwhile, politics entered the forests. It is known fi-om the history of Mysore that both 

Hyder Ali and Tipu Sultan were all aware that trade and political control went hand in hand with 
East India Company extending its control all over India. This also came true in Jalpaiguri. In the 

18*** century and before, the forest tract of the present Jalpaiguri district^*'  ̂was within the territory of 

Cooch Behar Raj. “There were no doubt conflicts between the Kuch and the Bhutias about three 

hundred or four hundred years ago but these were struggles for supremacy in the Duars which 

ended in many of the Kuch leaders as Sidli and Bijni and other chiefe submitting to the Bhutias.” '̂*̂ 

Bhutan’s sustained interest in the affairs of Cooch Behar throughout the 18‘** century centred on 

ensuring her hold over the fertile tract now known as the Western Duars. On the other hand, 
English merchant-traveller Ralph Fitch first wrote Cooch Behar’s trade relations with the distant 

lands of Tibet, China and Tartary across the Himalayas. Ralph Fitch arrived at Cooch Behar in 

1553.(After the Dewani Grant in 1765 the East India Company entered into relations with Cooch 

Behar According to British source materials (we badly off for Bhutanese primary sources) the
<

aggression of the Bhutias was going on in increasing degree into this territory and by 1765 Bhutan 

was almost supreme in Cooch Behar. The Bhutanese King Desi Shidariva descended on the plains 

of Buxa in 1770. The British platmed to participate in this conflict because of three reasons. Firstly, 

the Bhutanese occupied the plains of Buxa breaking down Cooch Behar’s feeble resistance and took 

Maharaja Dhairjendra Narayan as prisoner. In the wake of this Nazir Khagendra Narayan of Cooch 

Behar on behalf of minor Dharendra Narayan appealed to Warren Hastings. It may be that Warren 

Hastings responded on this humanitarian ground and took steps to protect Cooch Behar from the 

onslaught of Bhutan. Secondly, the British Government vinderstood that the Bhutanese by their 

activities were dangerously near the British district of Rangpur. This was the political ground to 

take decision in favour of the appeal of Cooch Behar. Thirdly, the prospects of commercial relations 
with Tibet and China through Cooch Behar and Bhutan kindled the imagination of Warren 

Hastings. This was the commercial ground of Hastings’ Cooch Behar expedition. Thus the initial 

objectives of the British was to come in favour of Cooch Behar, and, if possible, take possession of 
that part of Bengal, but not to occupy Bhutan to make her a perpetual enemy of the British. This did

not, yet, take a concrete shape in initial stage of relations with Cooch Behar and Bhutan. And the
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amorphous design of opening Tibet and particularly West China to British trade through the 

backdoor crystallized in course of the First Bhutan War. The Anglo-Cooch Behar relations of 1772 
ensured British paramountcy over Cooch Behar and promised half the revenue of the state for ever. 

In 1773 Cooch Behar became a feudatory state of the English who ejected Bhutia forces from 

Cooch Behar and forced Bhutan to sign a treaty concluded in 1774.^“'̂  In the treaty the British did 

not demand a bone-crushing indemnity but treated the Bhutias mildly with an aim to secure 

commercial access in Tibet and China. In the First Anglo-Bhutan War the major British interests 

centred round politics and trade with distant lands but those were not the particular aims of the 

British in the Second Anglo-Bhutan War (1864-65). If the British were aware of the importance of 

forests in this zone at that time (1774) they would neither agree to the cession of Moraghat and 

Chamurchi Duar to the Bhutanese nor would allow Cooch Behar Raj to keep de jure possession 

over rest of the Western Duars. Certainly they would have taken away this area from the Cooch 
Behar Raj as a reward.

"^The British had to wait about a century to occupy this area permanently. Those who did 

reserarch work on Anglo-Bhutan Relationŝ **̂  have shown several common causes for the Second 

Anglo-Bhutan War (1864-65). First, after the treaty of Sagauli (1816) with Nepal and the treaty of 

Tetalya (1817) with Sikkim the boundaries between these two independent states and British India 

were settled. Now the British hoped to settle the boundaries between the Western Duars (on which 

the British had de facto control after the First Anglo-Bhutan War) and Bhutan. Second, there were 

no established means of intercourse with, and influence over the Government of Bhutan. In 1838 

R.B. Pemberton, a British envoy, broached the subject of stationing a representative to the Court of 
Deb Raja of Bhutan. The Deb Raja instantly repudiated the idea, telling the envoy not to raise the 

subject any more.̂ **̂  This attitude of the King of Bhutan injured the British prestige. Third, as the 

paramount power in Cooch Behar after 1772 the British Giovemment was under an obligation to 

protect the subjects of Raja in Duars. Undefined jurisdiction of the Courts of Cooch Behar no less 

than undefined boundary made the Duars a criminals’ paradise. The British wanted to extend to the 

Western Duars the appellate jurisdiction of the Calcutta High Court.^”̂  Naturally, the British were 

driven by necessity to annex Western Duars. Fourth, so long Dr. Cambell, the Superintendent of 
Darjeeling was at the helm of affairs there was a tone of conciliatory gestures in relation between 

the British and the Bhutias. But after his relinquishing charge of the frontier in 1850 exponents of 

Forward Policy shaped the course of events to a great extent. Already the resumption of the Assam 
Duars in 1841 and taking over the management of Ambari Falakata (Bengal Duars according to
Gruning) in the year following had given the Bhutanese a glimpse of things to come. Col. Jenkins, .
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an exponent of Forward School frankly urged that there would be no peace until the Bengal Duars 

(Western Duars of D.ELE. Sunder) were annexed/'** The delinquent behaviour of Bhutanese frontier 

officials increased and so the list of complaints from Cooch Behar till the outbreak of the Duar war 
of 1864^65.^°^

|The question now arises as to why the British planned to annex Westem Duars (from Tista 

to Sankos river) and Eastern Duars (from Sankos to Manas river) from Bhutan as well as from 

Cooch Behar Raj in 1864 in spite of the fact that the latter was actually the legal owner of these 
forest t r a c t s . |

The general causes described above were active for a long period but the British did not 
make up their mind before 1864 to annex this area permanently. The Moraghat-Chamurchi and 

Chakla Kheti disputes were nothing but casus belli to occupy these tracts. Secondly, the timing of 

the Second Anglo-Bhutan War.j^So long the British did not understand the importance of the forest 

wealth of Duars they put importance only on commercial transaction with Bhutan, and if possible.

with Tibet and China^If the British were aware of the importance of forests in the later part of the 

18*̂  century they would not transfer Ambari-Falakata and Jalpesh to Bhutan in n 87 .jThey snatchedI r^^The
away this area from the Raikats (Zamindars) of Baikunthapur under Cooch Behar Raj just only to 

purchase friendship of Bhutan at the expense of Baikunthapur Zamindari. Added aim of this gift 

was to secure access to Tibet and through Tibet to China. Thirdly, J.D. Hooker the writer of 

‘Himalayan Journals’ saw the forests in Duars in the forties of the 19“* century but this could not 

move the British towards a war with Bhutan to occupy the area or to take over this area from Cooch 

Behar Raj since there was no major demand for timber at that time in British India.

The major break in the attitude of the British came along with the introduction of Railway in 

India in 1853. The introduction of railway for which there was a great demand for Sal sleepers and 

the dearth of good timber for Calcutta port put the British under pressure to fall in line with the 

Forward School headed by Col. Jenkins. The immediate circumstances leading towards the 

showdown speak for themselves. Perhaps in 1862 and onwards Dr. Anderson brought to the notice 

of the Grovemment the potentiality of the forests between Tista and Torsa rivers. This assumption is 
not totally without historical relevancy. It is a known fact that from 1862 the Government of Bengal 
through Sir Brandis and Dr. Anderson was gathering knowledge and information about the forests 

of Bengal. This coincided with the renewed Bhutan War after 1774. The British proved in their 

activity the English proverb ‘give a dog a bad name and hang him’. According to British sources of
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information the Bhutanese were carrying depredations since the early part of 1863. The allegations 

now made against the Bhutias of theft of elephants were not new one. Year after year various types 

of complaints from Cooch Behar against Bhutan multiplied, but no step was taken. Similarly, 

British envoy Mr. Eden found a large number of Bengalee slaves in Bhutan but no immediate 

fruitfiil step was taken to release them. Moreover, the issue of run away criminals was as old as the 
first recorded British contact with Bhutan. It was not unknown to the British that the forests of the 

Duars were an ideal hide-out for criminals and gangsters. But no stem treatment was made to 

Bhutan before 1864. The British and the Bengal Govemment became conscious about forest wealth 

of Duars in 1862. The British Mission left Daijeeling for Bhutan on December, 1863 ostensibly 

to settle accumulated disputes amicably in fevour of Cooch Behar and British interest. On 21"‘ 

September, 1864 Dr. Anderson put thirteen questions to Divisional Commissioners of Bengal 

through the Govemment to gather information about forests of Bengal. On 12*̂  November, 1864 

Govemment issued proclamation permanently annexing Westem Duars. With the outbreak of the 

war in November, 1864, H.M. Durand, Secretary to the Foreign Department, communicated to the 

Bengal Govemment inter alia that the occupation of the country was not to be delayed on any 

ground. No overtures from the Bhutan Govemment were to be entertained unless the latter were 
prepared to surrender all the Bengal Duars and the hill country on the left bank of the Tista upto 

such points on the watershed of the lower range of hills as may be laid down by the British 

Commissioner. In the event the Bhutan Govemment was willing to comply with them British 

Grovemment would be prepared to give them an annual grant of Rs. 25,000/- to be increased “with

reference to the, prosperity of the tract we now take ......................” up to Rs. 50,000/-.^^  ̂Future

prosperity of the tract on what ground can easily be understood. It was nothing more and nothing 

less than the timber wealth of the forest tract of Westem Duars referred to here as Bengal Duars. 

This will explain why the British went forward in great haste since 1862. In the treaty of Sagauli 

(1816) with Nepal the British took away from Nepal the area extended from Mechi to Mahananda 

river known as eastem Terai and retumed this area to its legal owner Sikkim. Even after the First 

Anglo-Bhutan War legal ownership of Cooch Behar Raj over Duars was not denied. But this time 

there was an exception in the treatment.Even the British were not grateftil to Cooch Behar for her 
notable role in favour of the British in this Bhutan War. Apart from providing commissariat 
facilities, troops of the Maharaja actively participated in the Duar War under Capt. Hedayet Ali. But 
after the defeat of Bhutan during the treaty of Sinchula on 11*** November, 1865 Cooch Behar was

practically ignored. This treaty known by the Bhutanese as the Ten-Article Treaty of Rawapani^^^
\ ' ' ................ .

provides for the cession by the Bhutan Cjovemment in perpetual sovereignty of the “whole of the
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tract known as the Eighteen Duars bordering on the district of Rangpur, Cooch Behar and Assam 

together with the taluks of Ambari Falakata and the hill territory on the left bank of the Tista upto

such points as may be laid down by the British Commissioner appointed for the purpose........... ”

(Article 11)/̂ '* By this treaty “The eastem Duars, lying east of the Sankos River, have been 

incorporated with the Goalpara and Kamrup districts of Assam.”^̂^

This resulted in the formation of Western and Eastem Duars. The Bhutan Government thus 

ceded to the British Government comprised the Western Duars (Athara Duars of Claude White), a 

narrow strip of territory averaging about twenty-two miles in width and 250 in length, lying at the 

foot of the hills. The area covered 5,500 square miles. On their side the British Government, 

undertook to pay the Bhutan Government, from the revenues of the Westem and Bengal Duars, an 

aimual sum beginning with Rs. 25, 000 on fiilfilment of the conditions of the treaty; on January 10 

following the first payment Rs. 35, 000; on January 10 following Rs. 45, 000; on every succeeding 

January 10 Rs. 50,000.̂ ^® Payment was made on the 10* January of each year by the Deputy 

Commissioner of Jalpaiguri at Buxa.^^  ̂In 1888 on payment of Rs. 10,000 ‘Jainti lands’ was 
purchased from the Bhutan Govemment. The area covered about 21.43 square miles.“ *

t Thus by the policy of annexation and the policy of persxxasion the British occupied 5,521.43 

square miles presently from Bhutan but actually depriving Cooch Behar Raj who held it for 

centuries. The policies of persuasion and annexation were also applied in British Sikkim and 

adjacent areasj All this may be read at the backdrop of Hyder Ali and Tipu Sultan’s assessment that 
there was correlation between political motives of the English backedl by forest potentials. In Duars 

also a catalysis of all factors cannot be overlooked.

However, the British experts were working in these forest tracts even before the Second 

Anglo-Bhutan War. On 21®‘ September, 1864 Dr. Anderson put thirteen questions to Divisional 

Commissioners of Bengal through the Gtovemment of Bengal to gather meticulous information 

about forests of Bengal. But during the Bhutan war the unstable political condition hampered the 
work of Dr. Anderson. The process of collecting information, however, continued. The information 

thus got from various administrative divisions through thirteen questions was not published 
immediately. The reason was best known to Anderson. He wrote to the secretary to the Govemment 

of Bengal, “The information obtained concerning the forests in Bengal is probably worthy of 
publication in a general report. It will be advisable to delay such report until I can inspect the forests

o

of Bootan Dooars and Assam.” *̂® By this time in January 1865 office of the Conservator was
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established in Calcutta. Meanwhile, the Government of India was considering a proposal for an 

extension of the railway in Assam. It needed considerable number of railway sleepers. Anderson 

proposed on the basis of the information of the Commissioner of Assam to meet this demand from 

the Sal forests of the Bhutan Duars, that is, the land occupied by Bhutan in Duars prior to the 

Second Anglo-Bhutan War. When the Government and Anderson were discussing the problem of 
transportation of the sleepers from Bhutan Duars to Assam the Forest Law of 1865 was passed. The 

Act No. Vn of 1865 received the assent of the Governor-General on the 24* Februaiy, 1865. This 

was an act to give effect to Rules for the management and preservation of Government Forests.

During this period Jalpaiguri as a sub-division was within the district of Rangpur under 

Rajshahi Division! As answers to the thirteen questions put by Anderson to all the Commissioners 

of Bengal, the Divisional Commissioner of Rajshahi Division informed him about Jalpaiguri that 

there existed one forest of Sal wood in Baikunthapur pargana, bordering the Bhutan frontier, 20 

miles in length and 10 in breadth. He also informed the Conservator that there was a large bazar 

in Jalpaiguri from where timber was procurable, ̂ e  further informed the Conservator that the 
Zamindar of Baikunthapur was the owner of Baikunthapur forests who “has leased his Sal forests to 

Messrs^^ear and Co. for ten years, and probably might lease it to Govemment when the leases of 

Messrs! Dear and Co. expires.”^̂^

From this answer of the Divisional Commissioner of Rajshahi three things are clear. First, 

before the initiation of forest management in Jalpaiguri by the Govemment there was a large bazar 

here and the timber merchant connected with leases used to come here for timber business. Second, 

the Zamindar of Baikunthapur was aware of the importance of forests as source of income which 

meant a commercial utility of forests. Contrary to it J.F. Gruning wrote, “The Baikunthapur forests, 

which received little attention from its owners and was until recently burnt through every year to 

ensure good grazing for cattle and buffaloes, contains hardly a tree which is not twisted and 

blackened by fire.”^^ The assessment of the Baikunthapur forests by C. F. Campbell and J.F. 

Gruning is diametrically opposite. In view of this the question then automatically arises as to why 

|Ae Zaminders of Baikunthapur would allow to destroy their forests which provided them wealth 

through lease-holders. And from the history of the Raikat dynasty (Zamindar of Baikunthapur) it is 
known that they had established forest offices at Salugara, Bodagunj, Shikarpur, Pantong and 

Farabari.^ These forest offices were not estabUshed to keep the accounts of destruction of forests; 

it requires simply common sense to say that these forest offices were set up to protect forests and 
collect money from the sale of wood from the forest. It is not understandable why they would kill

the goose that lays the golden eggs. Third, the Commissioner of Rajshahi Division repeatedly
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referred to ‘Bykuntpur’ as adjacent to Bhutan frontier. By this reference did he want to draw the 

attention of the Conservator and the Government towards the forests under the control of Bhutan? 

Baifcunthapur forests ‘bordering the Bhutan frontier’ —  this hint was given in his answer paper. It 

should be kept in mind that first hint of Sal forests in Duars was given by J.D. Hooker in 1849-50 

in his ‘Himalayan Journals’. It is interesting to note that this was the period of Bhutan War when the 

questions were forwarded and answers were fiimished to the Conservator. It is of fiirther interest to 

add that the Commissioner of Rajshahi did not refer to any destruction of forests in the area under 

his supervision and control. Since the Commissioner did not report to any destruction of forests in 
his division E.P. Stebbing’s wrath fell upon him. He wrote in indignation, “The Commissioner does 

not appear to have realized that by that time the forest would have been cut out and ruined.”^̂'* What 

the Commissioner on the spot could not find in 1864-65, the historian of forests saw it in 1923! 

Virtually the Commissioner’s report went against the pet theory of the historian that the Indians and 
Uhe Bhutias prior to the British occupation of the area were indiscriminately destroying the forests. 

It is difficult to conceal truth for all the time to come. Mr. Stebbing all the way wanted to pose the 

British as saviour of Indian forests. But the picture of the forests changed between 1865 and 1871 

when Western Duars was under the control of the British. Mr. Hunter collected reports on forests of 

Jalpaiguri from the Forest Department of Bengal (1871-72) six years after the report provided by 

the Commissioner of the Rajshahi Division^ About Mainaguri or Tondu forest tract of Westem 

Duare, adjacent to Baikunthapur, Hunter mote, “It is very large tract, high-lying and without 

swamps, and no doubt would have good timber on it if jungle fires could be put down; but it is bumt 

year after year, and all the young Sal killed, and the half-grown trees so injured that many of them 

die, and some become stunted and grow up with a lot of little branches all round the tree. The 

leading shoot is very often killed when small, which makes tree almost useless.”^̂  ̂Gruning almost 

echoed every word of Hunter after forty-two years. It may not be wild assumption that the forest 

resource of Jalpaiguri feced deterioration under the British since 1865. Uncontrolled 

commercialization of forests in initial stage led to reckless destruction of forests which was made up 

for in later period by the introduction of scientific forestry. Same thing happened and was done in 

British-Sikkim.

/ r h e  first Progress Report of the Department of Forest Conservancy in Bengal for the year

1864-^5 was submitted to Secretary to the Government of Bengal by Dr. T. Anderson. Since the
Forest Department lacked information about the forests of the Lower Provinces the report was

simply in the form of a long l e t t e r . I t  dealt only with the forest conservancy of British-Sikkim.

The next Progress Report of the Forest Department on the forests of the Lower Provinces of Bengal
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for the year 1865-66 was also prepared by T. Anderson who sent it to the Secretary to the 

Government of Bengal/^^ In this report also he mainly dealt with the forests of British-Sikkim, but 
about other forests of the Lower Provinces he reported, “Although no forest operations have been 

undertaken in other parts of the Lower Provinces by the Forest Department, a considerable amount 

of forest revenue was collected during the year 1865-66 by the civil ofEicers.”^̂* Secondly, in this 

Progress Report he gave a hint of his first budget of the forest administration in Bengal. He wrote, 

“In the budget for the ensuing year I have adopted the four provinces, Bootan, Assam, Chittagong 

and Cachar and Behar as the most convenient grouping of the districts fi'om which forest revenue 

has been derived.” Thirdly, since this was a trial and error period of forest management in eastern 

India, Dr. Anderson first proposed for four Forest Divisions on the basis of the grouping of the 

districts for revenue collection, namely, Bhutan, Assam, Chittagong and Cachar, and Behar. He 

I wrote on 5* December, 1866, “When all the forests of Bengal are brought under the direct control 

of the Executive Officers of. the Forest Department at least these four Divisions should be 

constituted Forest Divisions.”^^ It shows how quick the British were in acquiring forest areas of 

Bengal in view of the feet that forest conservancy was inaugurated in Bengal only two years back. 

To quote Dr. Anderson “Forest conservancy in Bengal was inaugurated in August 1864 by my 

temporary appointment as Conservator of Forests.”*̂” It means that within two years and four 

months solving major legal problems all the forests of Bengal came under the executive control.
/

Regarding the Bhutan Duars (Westem and Eastem Duars) nothing was reported except the 

following: “The Deputy Commissioner of the Westem Dooars granted a license to cut timber of a 

minimum girth in the Sal Forests of his district. The license remained in force for only six weeks. 

The amount of revenue obtained fi'om this permit was Rupees 3,036, and was collected without any 

cost. In the Eastem Dooars, the collections fi'om forests were Rupees 1,353, apparently after 

deducting 10 per cent paid to the Tehsildars. The total amount of forest revenue collected in Bootan 

during the year 1865-66 was Rupees 4,389.”^̂  ̂It proves that neither the officer on the spot, nor the 

Conservator of Forests, nor the Government of Bengal had any workable knowledge about the 

forest operations in the Duars. To have that A. Eden, Secretary to the Govemment of Bengal wrote 

a letter to Dr. Anderson in March 1866̂ ^̂  requesting him to submit a report in the way of Forest 

conservancy operations in the Duars.

Dr. Anderson in reply intimated to the Secretary that ‘at present’ it was impossible for him 

to submit a report as desired by him since he did not possess any satisfectory data regarding the 
forest of the Duars. He said that of Bhutan he knew nothing personally, although fi'om the rich

Botanical collections of Grriffith and Simmons which existed in Herbarium of the Botanical
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Gardens, he was familiar with the general character of the Flora, and knowledge of the timber trees 

likely to be found in forests of Duars. He wrote to let the Secretary know under what condition he 

was working as Conservator, “The important questions, however, of the extent of the Forests, their 

accessibility; the relation of the course of the rivers and of roads to the forests; the procuring of 

local labour for forest operations; the existence of local markets for timber are points on which no 

information exists.”^̂  ̂He made these preliminary remarks not with any intention of magnifying the 

difficulties to be overcome, but merely to show that a Report, to which the operations should 

conform, could scarcely be submitted until a local Forest Officer had been appointed, and until he 

had travelled through the Duars. In order to get more accurate knowledge of the newly acquired 

district (Duars) Dr. Anderson gave some proposals to the Lieutenant Governor for his consideration 

subject to alteration if necessity arose. Just to imderstand the exact position of the Conservator vis- 

a-vis the fiiture of forest operations in the Duars it is better to quote the whole proposal of Dr. 
Anderson. This will also show what he wants to do.

/2/i
I First proposal : “An Assistant Conservator of not less than Rs. 300 a month with the 

travelling allowance, according to his rank in the Department, should be appointed in time to 

accompany me in my tour through the Dooars, to start from Julpigooree about the first December, 

1866^This officer should accompany me in my march from Julpigooree to Gowhatty. During this 

tour, the general character and extent of the forest should be examined, and by the time we shall 

have reached Gowhatty, the plan of forest operations would be decided upon.

^  Second proposal : “The forest operations will, of course, be commenced as near as possible 

to the course of the large rivers, and I think, that at first they should be confined to the Western 

Dooars, and thence to the vicinity of the Rivers Teesta, Manass, Torsa, and Guddadhar. The first 

and last of these rivere are 120 miles apart in the Bhootan Dooars, while their embouchures into the 

Berhampooter are separated by 40 miles. This convergence of the main rivers of the Dooars towards 

each other in their course to the Berhampooter, will prove valuable in the transport of timber, as, 

should it be necessary to have a Timber Depot on that river, one at a point below the junction of the 

Teesta would be sufficient for all the timber of the Western Dooars.

-f^^^ îrd proposal : “The operations to be commenced in December or January next, would 

consist in the felling of Sal trees for Railway sleepers for the extension of the Eastem Bengal 

Railway to Groalundo. This the only demand that at present appears likely to arise for the timber 

from the Dooars. Probably timber merchants may after a few yeare, be induced to purchase timber
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in the Forest themselves, so that the Forest Department may be spared the expense of a large 

establishment for working the Forests, and floating to Depots on the Berhampooter. Until it is 
shown that these forests can be worked with ease and security, contractors will not resort to them.

Fourth Proposal : “The conservancy , operations should, for the first year, consist of putting 

down all destruction of the forests, and unlicensed cutting of timber by the villagers, and by 

arresting the spread of jungle fires. The supply of timber for local demands should also be brought 

under control. No rules can be framed for these purposes until I and the local forest officer become 

acquainted with the rights of the inhabitants of the Dooars, and the practices that may require to be 

suppressed. From my experience of the difficulties of organizing the Forest Department for British- 

Sikkim, I do not expect that much can be done in the Dooars in the year 1866-67; but in that time 

the local Forest officer will have made himself acquainted with the country, and firom the data 

collected the Budget for the ensuing year will be submitted with some confidence in the results 

expected.

Fifth proposal ; “The opening up of the forests of the Himalaya and the Terai, from the 

Mechi river in Sikkim to the Guddadhar in the Bhootan Dooars, suggests the questions of, where 

can the market for all the timber that could be brought fi-om these districts be found. The local 

demand for timber is small and will never remunerate Government sufficiently; infact the revenue 

firom sales of timber for local use, will hardly pay for the local forest establishment Agents for the 

supply of Railway sleepers will probably require a large quantity of sleepere for some years, but 

they take only one class of logs and all of one species. Even the splendid trees of Sal in the forests 

of the valley of Teesta, and on the outer ranges of the Sikkim Himalayas, 13 and 14 feet in 

circumference, are fer too valuable to be cut into sleepers. I am of opinion that a ready market 

would always be found in Calcutta for all the timber the Forest Department could bring down for 

sale. The late sale of timber destroyed by the cyclone in the Botanical Gardens shows that there is a 

great demand in Calcutta for Sissoo and other woods. Sissoo is abundant in Sikkim Terai and the 

Dooars, and cannot be found much nearer Calcutta. Large and small Sal logs and thinnings from the 

forests, would find a ready market here, as indeed all good-timber. It is not too much to expect that, 

even an export trade might arise in Calcutta of Sal and others of the better class of woods, where the 
supply to-be constant and large enough. There would be little difficulty in bringing a raft of timber 
to Calcutta during the rains either down the Mahanuddee and the Bhagiruttee, or by the Teesta and 

the Berhampooter.”^̂ '̂
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Dr. Anderson solicited the sanction of the Lt.-Governor to the despatch of a raft of mixed 

timber from Siliguri by the Mahanadi (now Mahananda) and Bhagirathi to Calcutta. He also said 

that he would make arrangements for the storing of the timber in the Botanical Gardens. He 

informed the Lt.-Governor that one hundred trees of Sissoo had been felled in the Sikkim Terai in 

the hope that they would be sold locally. He further noted that these “trees along with the timber 
that would be cut for East Indian Railway in the temperate forests would make a full sized raft.”^̂  ̂

Dr. Anderson lived in hopes of better times. He wrote, “If the experiment is pecuniarily successful, 

then a large supply of timber could be brought to Calcutta from Sikkim and Bhootan in following 
year.”!̂ ^

The observation of the proposals of Dr. Anderson makes few points clear and some 
con&sing. According to the first proposal Dr. Anderson had no first hand knowledge about the 

general character and extent of the forests of the Duars and he needed an Assistant Conservator to 

exchange views about the future plan of forest operations. But the second proposal showed that he 

had already a meticulous knowledge of the river system of the Duars and chalked a plan of the 
transport of timber by the river Brahmaputra. Thus some portions of the two proposals are in 

contradiction with each other since the knowledge of the river system of the Duars cannot be 

gathered without penetrating into the forests of the Duars. It is known to all that the rivers 

mentioned in the proposal are crisscrossing the dense forests. It seems that he gathered the indirect 

knowledge of the rivers from the Divisional Commissioner of Rajshahi Division who gave answer 

to the questionnaire on 17*** February, 1865 set by Dr. Anderson in 1864. Those who gave 

information to the Divisional Commissioner of Rajshahi had, in fact, wide knowledge of the forests 

as well as rivers of the Westem Duars. Major aim of Dr. Anderson was to gather personal 

knowledge. From the third proposal it seems that due to the demand of Sal timber for Railway 

sleepers the commercialization of Duars forests was possible and timber merchants might be 

attracted to the timber business. But the fifth proposal showed that he did not want to depend on the 

local demand and intelligently thought of bringing the timber by rivers to Calcutta where the 

demand of all sorts of timber existed. In fourth proposal he wanted to make the forests profitable 

one, and hoped to make a budget after collecting the necessary data. In all these proposals Dr. 
Anderson meant business, not conservancy which could only save the forests from the hands of the 

contractors. Dr. Anderson wanted to legalize the working of the contractors in forests by issuing 

licenses.
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However, the proposal of Dr. Anderson for the appointment of an Assistant Conservator in 

the Duars was recommended for fevourable consideration by the Secretary to the Government of 

Bengal/^’ Ultimately the post was granted on a salary of Rs. 300 per mensem for one year from 

November, 1866 subject to the confirmation of Her Majesty’s Government Further, the 

Commissioner of Cooch Behar and the Duars has been called on to furnish, for Dr. Anderson’s 
guidance, all the available information connected with the forests and the timber trade of the 
Duars.''"

The aim behind this was to ensure steady supply of sleepers for any extension of Eastem 

Bengal Railway as well as for the doubling of East Indian Railway. At this stage the Government 

was not ready to give up forests to timber traders. Gustav Mann was already an Assistant 

Conservator of Forests. Now after Dr. Anderson’s proposal Mr. Dale was appointed another 

Assistant Conservator of Forests. He, now, along with Mr. Dale began to examine the extent and 

position of the forests in the unknown areas of the Duars to have a careful and systematic 

management of the same. In this cormection the Government desired that a sketch map might be 
prepared showing the different divisions, the principal trees growing in them, roads and also the 

chief timber stations.''^ Dr. Anderson’s last important work was the third Annual Progress Report 

of the Bengal Forests for 1866-67. In this year Dr. Anderson left the job for research and Mr. H. 

Leeds, the Conservator of Forests in Burma joined as the Conservator of Forests in Bengal in the 

later part of 1867. In the same year Bhutan Duars was directly included in the Forest Department of 

Bengal.

In September, 1866 the Government of India had called for report on the forests of the 

Western Duars and Bhutan with a sketch map of the areas. This map was drawn by Leeds after 

visiting the areas and submitted to the Govemment of Bengal with his letter, no 15 A, dated 19* 

May,l 868. He intimated to the Govemment that Sal forests of Western Duars in the plains consisted 

of twelve blocks of forest estimated to contain a total area of 40 square miles. The workable forests 

in the hills were estimated to cover an area of about 50-60 square miles only, as the outer hills only 

were at the time available for timber operations. The Report continues: “The forests on the plains 
bear the signs of having once been very rich in large timber, but with the exception of the 
Nathabaree (No. 8), Deema (No. 10), Buxa (No.11) and Naldabaree (No.l2), no trees above five 

feet in girth remain, and these forests are only estimated to contain now some 5000 to 6000 trees 

above six feet in circumference at four feet from the ground. This height is taken as the most 

convenient in many respects for measurement. The Sal forests of the outer hills may be estimated to
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contain about 5000 to 6000 trees of six feet in circumference, as above measured, at four feet from 

the ground.” He further noted, “The Sissu forests of these Duars are properly only four in number, 

for although young Sissu grows about along the lines of old beds of rivers these latter can scarcely 

be reckoned as forests, though hereafter, if cared for these scattered seedlings may become 
valuable.”

Meanwhile, the work of dividing Duars-forests into blocks was going on but no legal 

sanction was given to them. Under the order of the civil administration the work was being 

continued. The Forest Law of 1865 was not specific on the legal position of forest blocks. But the 

said Forest Law stipulated that the local Grovemments might frame rules for management and 

preservation of forests and other things in pursuance of the Laws. The Forest Department felt the 

need for legal sanction of the forest blocks. But they understood that fiirther enquiries would be 

needed in forest areas (to verify the legal claims of the private owners of forests) before adopting 

legal position in forest blocks. At present, in fact, legal position meant transfer of a tract from civil 

administrative department to forest department. Mr. Leeds submitted such information about 
Western Duars. Mr. Gustav Mann was now requested to fumish such report about the Eastern part 

of Western Duars. The area included the tract between Sankosh river and Manas river bordering 

Assam. In 1869-70 Mr. Leeds gave a list of forest tracts proposed as ‘Reserves’ in the Western 
Duars (tract between Tista and Sankosh rivers) together with their boundaries as approved by the 

Commissioner of the Division, containing 3,398 square miles. Similarly, Mr. Mann proposed to 

bring the Eastem Duars (tract between Sankosh to Manas rivers) under the classification of 

‘Reserved’ forests. From this time onwards the marking of ‘Reserved’ forests was going on 
uninterrupted. To collect revenue from forests. Revenue Survey Party was employed. Special stress 

was given on meticulous mapping of the areas concerned. Side by side, it was also noticed that the 

process of forest conservancy in Bengal was slow in comparison to other provinces in India.

The ground reality is that the work of forest administration in the tracts under Duars did not 

progress before 1874-75. By this time, we may look aside to know the nature of behaviour of the 

Bengal Govemment with the original forest-dwellers of Jalpaiguri and Buxa divisions. From time 

immemorial the Meches and Garos inhabited in the dense forests of Duars, and their livelihood was 
dependent on the products of forests. They were accustomed to Jhoom or shifting cultivation. 
Naturally, they did not live in particular place permanently. But it can be said that their habitat was 

the forests. There is no proof that the Raja of Cooch Behar or the Dharma or Deva Raja of Bhutan 

ill-behaved with them, and never ordered them to leave their habitat in forests. The British asked
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them to leave the forests and told them to live in open areas outside the forests but adjacent to the 

forests. A large section of Garos did not agree to the proposal and went away towards the dense 

forests of Assam. But all the Garos did not leave the place was evident from the ‘Survey and 

Settlement of the Western Duars’ of D. Sunder who dealt with them in 1889-95. Those Garos who 

left the forest tract but began to inhabit outside it, perhaps, did not co-operate with the Government 

on terms and conditions offered to them. The Meches accepted the proposal and came out of the 

forests and began to live in open areas adjacent to the forests. In the Progress Report of 1868-69 Lt. 

W. Stenhouse, Officiating Conservator of Forests, Bengal noted, “Some of the tracts demarcated 

contain a few settlers and a little cultivation, but the Commissioner of Cooch Behar Division 

informs me that there will be no difficulty in inducing them to remove outside the reserves if the 

department wish it, and that in one case they have already done so. The requisite negociations (sic) 

for this purpose will be carried out by civil officers.” '̂”’

Such a civil officer we see at Buxa who dealt this problem with the Meches and Garos of the 

area. These Meches, if not the Garos, gave trouble to the Forest Department. When Buxa was 

declared ‘Reserves’ the Meches and Garos were asked to leave the reserves and settle outside the 

prohibited area. Sub-divisional Officer of Buxa reported on 24*̂  December 1876 that the Garo 

people went outside the reserves.̂ '*̂  But the Meches of Boromali, according to British sources, 

demanded compensation and a suitable place to live on. The Meches selected Atrabaree as their 

new habitat. Some of the Meches squat at Atrabaree but some of them did not agree to leave the 

reserve without adequate compensation. To solve this crisis the Sub-divisional Officer, Buxa, was 

asked to furnish a report on it.*'*̂  The said officer wrote in his report, “I went this morning with the 

Tehsildar of Buxa to the village Boromali and saw the houses with a population of about 200, and 

very good rice and mustard crops on the ground, and found the headmen willing to leave by'April 

next, provided compensation is allowed. The annexed statement will show the names of the 

headmen, the extent of cultivation, with the compensation which, in my judgement and that of the 

Tehsildar should be allowed, amounting to Rs. 250.” “̂*̂ He further reported, “The Dooar tax 

realized from the village last year was Rs. 42 and the tax for this year will shortly be recovered.” 

The Sub-divisional Officer annexed to his report the statement showing the details of compensation 
to be given to the Meches living within the Reserved Forest in Pargana Buxa, in Taluk Boromali, 

for removing their habitation to Taluk Atrabaree. '̂*  ̂Thus, by way of compensation the problem was 

settled up with the Meches in Buxa and they began a new way of life.
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However, Jhoom cultivation was generally prohibited, “but is still permitted in the Jhars or 

places where it has been practised from time immemorial, and where the jungle consequently 
consists only of bushes, shrubs, and staunted trees’’/'*̂  The relevant order regarding the use of 
forests was as follows:

“The Meechees and Garrows living in or near the forests are permitted to take Sal and 

Sissoo and other kinds of wood as they have always done in time past for their own use solely, and 

not for sale, for the purpose of building their houses, for rice mortars, pestles, yokes and ploughs of 
the descriptions named below, and on the following conditions;-

—  “They shall not cut down any sal or sissoo tree.”

2"̂* —  “They shall only use fallen timber or the stumps of trees remaining on the ground after the 

tree is felled, or such loppings as remains after the timber has been felled by the Forest Department 

or persons authorized to cut timber by the Forest Officers.”

— “For house posts they shall only use fallen timber not more than two spans in girth.”

4‘h' —  “They at once report to the nearest Police Station any attempt to cut or remove timber by 

persons not having a purwanna, and if in their power shall detain any persons cutting or removing 

timber till the police arrive.”

5*" — “They shall give all assistance in their power to the Forest Officer for the care of the forests.”

Every Mech ‘Sirdar’ (no mention of Garo Sirdar) had been furnished with a copy of an order 

to the above effect, and its provisions had been made applicable alike to residents in the Eastern and 

Westem Duars.

The Government further took some steps to improve the Forest Administration in grass-root 

level. The following order was issued by the Commissioner on the subject of permits to persons to 

remove for sale fallen timber of descriptions which the Forest Department did not undertake to 

remove, or to convert loppings and stools into rice mortars, pestles, yokes and ploughs :—

“It is the duty of Tehsildars to preserve all Govemment forests and timber in their districts, 

and to prevent the cutting of any sal or sissoo trees without the permission of the officers of the 

Forest Department.”
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“The Meechees living in or near the forests have already permission to remove certain fellen 

timber loppings and stools of trees for their own use only, as in time past, and not for sale.”

“All other persons desirous of removing fallen timber may do so on obtaining permission of 

the Tehsildar, who will give them a pass on pajmient of duty at the following rates :—

For each Rs. As.
Plough 0
Yoke 0 0
Rice Mortar 0
Pestle 0
Loppings for house posts, original length of the branch VAl in girth and under
Wooden stool made out of tree stool 0
Wooden bowls, & C. 0
Log of six feet in length 0 0

“But it is to be most clearly understood that the Tehsildars have no authority to grant 

permission for the cutting of removal of any growing sal or sissoo tree or any timber larger than that 

specified above, and that no other description of timber may be converted into ploughs, yokes, 

mortars, & C.

“Persons desirous of cutting down trees or removing timber longer than six feet can only do 
so by obtaining permission from the Forest Department.

It was fiirther noted that the Tehsildars were asked to keep Registers (of all permits given) 

open for the inspection of the Forest Officers, and the permit holder would be obliged to show his 
purwanna on demand. The officer in charge of the Bhutan Division was requested to report on the 

practical working of these arrangements. It was advised that the petty local demands of the 

population for sal timber should be met, and that permits for the removal of small pieces should be 

given for this purpose. The Offg. Conservator of Forests further advised that the revenue derived 

from this source should be collected by the Tehsildars and other receivers of public revenue. About 

over all forest administration in 1868-69 the Conservator observed “the control of the Forest 

Officers over these arrangements appears to be at present somewhat defective and susceptible of 
improvement.”

However, by the local arrangement of protecting the Duars-forests the Forest Department 

was benefited much and W. Stenhouse did not conceal his joy. He wrote, “The Forest Department is 
like to benefit greatly by the assistance as forest watchers of men residing near the forests, whose

local knowledge and means of obtaining information ought to render them much more efficient than
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a highly paid stranger. The remnants of sal and sissoo trees which they are allowed to take gratis 

will secure the goodwill of the population without cost or loss to the department.” From the sources 

served by the British it seems that the Meches did not create any problem. From the beginning the 

Commissioner of Cooch Behar was not ready to consider it as a problem at all. Perhaps the lure of 

vast waste land attracted the Meches and their population was not much. Short of cultivable land 

could create the crisis -  but that was not the case here. It is a notable feature of the area since in 

other parts of India the problem was not solved so easily and amicably. It might be for the docile 

character of the Meches and Garos in comparison to the forest tribes of Upper India. It might be for 

the lack of leadership or the absence of outsider leadership to instigate the Meches and Garos to rise 

against the colonial policy of forest exploitation. In all other regions forest-settlement operations led 

to serious and general discontent. Villagers complained of the violation of their rights. History of 

this crisis in Kumaun and Garwal has been dealt with at length by Niladri Bhattacharya and 
Ramachandra Guha.*'*̂  But Jalpaiguri and Daqeeling districts are exceptions to the rule.

Yet, the conditions on which the Meches were given permission to use forests deprived them 

of their traditional rights. When the local people could not procure timber according to their needs 

and choice they turned into timber thieves, and began to exploit the forests even for profits. Timber- 

theft, thus, became the major industry of the locality. Indiscriminate felling was the order of the 
day. Destruction of forests in such a way made the Forest Department wise, and it is easy to be wise 

after the event. It is now understood that the protection of the forests in Westem and Eastem Duars 

was very difficult. H. Leeds, the Conservator of Forests noted on 31®‘ July, 1871, “An insufficient 

and weak establishment here can only end in disappointment, and defeat the objects sought i.e. 
protection of forests. The mischief and depredation (sic) which can be carried unobserved for years 

in forests which cannot be inspected every year, yet from which produce can easily be taken down 

to market, may not be discovered for a long time. A native watcher will report ever3̂ hing going on 

well until a European going into the tracts discovers the mischief and robbery which has occurred. It 

would be better to abandon many tracts altogether, and confine protection to a few, well looked 

after than pretend to protect numerous tracts with an insufficient establishment which only brings 

all management into contempt.” '̂** This shows that at this stage the Conservator was at a loss what 
to do. Government made many rules to protect forests, yet, the condition of forests proved that, 

‘Regulations in a sense, create crime’.

Thus in Duars began the state intervention in the Adivasi relationship with the forest. The 

Adivasis worshipped this land and raised their children on its bounty. When the administration
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blamed Adivasis for destroying the forest through practices like shifting cultivation and tried 

assiduously to stop them, it chose to ignore its own record of forest degradation. The colonial policy 
of managing the forest was for maximizing its own short-term profits, without respecting tiie rights 

of local communities to use the forests for subsistence. Around 1870 the Adivasis all over India 

were encouraged to stop shifting cultivation and settle down. Almost without exception, colonial 

administrators viewed shifting cultivation with disfavour as a primitive and unremunerative form of 

agriculture in comparison with plough cultivation. Influenced both by the agricultural revolution in 

Europe and the revenue-generating possibilities of intensive (as opposed to extensive) forms of 

cultivation, official hostility to shifting cultivation gained an added impetus with the 

commercialization of forest. Like their counterparts in other parts of the globe the British foresters 

held shifting cultivation to be the most destructive of all practices for the forest, not the least 

because it competed with timber operations.

Moreover, from being an intrinsic part of peasant agriculture, forests came to be inserted 

into a commercial economy which sharply undermined the ecological basis of subsistence 
agriculture, hunting and gathering. While the Adivasis were being increasingly excluded from the 

forest and their customary use rights restricted, like here, in most places this was not justified by the 

British on grounds of environmental protection, for no policy of conservation was instituted. Land 

was leased to contractors whose activities tumed vast tracts of forest in Duars and other areas into 

semi-barren land. In Duars these semi-barren areas were tumed into tea gardens since the soil and 

climate were fevourable for tea cultivation which also came within the fold of British commercial 

enterprise along with forests. All this was done at the cost of forests.

There was a great change in forest administration between 1871 and 1898 which also 
influenced the forest settlement in this area. When on January, 1869 Jalpaiguri as a separate 

district appeared on the map, the British began to think about Jalpaiguri from various angles of 

vision. In the Progress Report of 1868-69 it is found that a proposal was in the air to create 

Jalpaiguri a forest division with its headquarters at Jalpaiguri. This forest division was ultimately 

proposed as ‘Sikkim-Bhutan Division’. Besides, other four divisions were also proposed. When in 

1872 Dr. Schlich, a German took over the charge as Conservator of Forests in place of Mr. Leeds, 

the Forest Department was inspired. He continued upto 1878 and during this period Forest 
Department marked a good progress. Although earlier proposal of forest divisions was not accepted 
but in 1872-73 Bengal forests were divided into five divisions, namely, Cooch Behar, Assam, 

Dacca (Sylhet and Cachar), Chittagong and Bhagalpur. Despite these five divisions, the forest
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administration had, only really commenced in three divisions, that is, Cooch Behar, Assam and 

Chittagong. With the object of initiating an organized survey of the forest. Dr. Schlich temporarily 

closed down the Dacca and Bhagalpur Divisions, transferring the staff to the Cooch Behar and 

Assam Divisions. This proved effective. Moreover, the formation of Assam into a chief 

commissionership in 1874 relieved Bengal of the forests in that province. Naturally in 1874 there 
were actually two divisions in Bengal — Cooch Behar and Chittagong. The latter had no reserved 

forests, and in 1874—75 a separate circle was created for the Assam forests. During this period 

whole of Duars was within Cooch Behar Division, and the area under reserved forests was 120 

square miles. At the end of 1875 under Dr. Schlich forest division of Bengal was again reorganized 

for better administration, and Jalpaiguri (probably in place of Cooch Behar Division), Daqeeling, 

Palamau, Sundarbans and Chittagong divisions were formed. From 1876 the Forest Department 

devoted greater part of its time in examining different forest tracts as a result of which 3,390 square 

miles of forests were gazetted as Govemment Reserved Forests. Within this Jalpaiguri Division 

included 390 square miles in Reserved Forest area.^ '̂ În 1877-78 out of Jalpaiguri Forest Division 

Buxa Forest Division was created and by that time Moraghat was included in Jalpaiguri from 

Bhutan which brought five square miles to Jalpaiguri district. And when the plains of Buxa was 

included in Jalpaiguri district from Bhutan it ftirther brought 110 square miles to the said district. In 

this way the selection of forests for reservation in Jalpaiguri district was begun in 1872-73 and from 

that time to 1878-79 various forests were gazetted as Reserved. Thus by the end of 1878 selected 
reserved forest area under Jalpaiguri district was 390+5+110 = 505 square miles. One wonders that 

even upto 1878 no forest tract was legally declared Reserved in Jalpaiguri district. However, when 

Buxa was declared as separate forest division in 1877-78 it covered an area of 1,41,942 acres as 
Reserved Forest.

[This year coincided with the more comprehensive Forest Act of 1878. In the spirit of that 

Act the Provincial Govemment framed certain rules from time to time. According to the legal 

procedure the forest tract was selected as reserved from unoccupied waste. In the second stage the 

tract came under gazette notification, and in the third and fmal stage it was ftirther notified under 

certain section of the Forest Rules of India and got legal position as ‘Reserved Forests’. In 
pursuance of this procedural method the first reservations of forests in Jalpaiguri “were made in 

1879 according to the Indian Forest Act (Act VII of 1878)”. Rights were inquired into by the Forest 
Settlement Officer during the years 1890-1896 and a revised notification was issued in the year 
1895 (notification No. 3147 -  For, dated 2.7.1895).^^* During the reservation, according to the rule, 

the Forest Department was asked to declare that the reservation was made from unoccupied waste.
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To follow the Act the Jalpaiguri Forest Division solemnly declared, “The forests have been reserved 

from unoccupied waste.” It was a travesty of truth since many reserved tracts of Jalpaiguri Division 
were inhabited by the Meches and Garos from a period not known to the British. The Legal Position 

of the reserved forests and date of gazette notification, name of forests, area in acres and other 

relevant information cormected with the Jalpaiguri Forest Division are shown in Appendices -  B & 

C. The documents speak for themselves. A sketch map attached. Appendix -  D shows the 

geographical position of the ‘Reserves’ in Jalpaiguri Division in 1918-19.>It has been noted in the 

working plan that the notifications Nos. 7308 to 7318 -  For, dated 23'’̂  May, 1927, give amended 

and more accurate descriptions of the boundaries of all blocks and their areas except Tondu, Diana, 

North Chengmari, South Khariarbandar, Murti Extension, Ramshahi Extension, Extension to Lower 

Tondu, Torsa and North Borojhar Reserves. The areas given in the above notification (shown in 

Appendix -  C) have been used in compiling the statements given in paragraph 8 and Appendix VI 

of the Fourth Working Plan for the Reseved Forests of the Jalpaiguri Division. Where amended 

notifications were not published, the areas given in the 4-inches — to 1 -mile Reserved Forest maps 

of 1918-19 were used.^^^

Î The Forest Policy of 1894 expedited the process. Taking cue fi-om the Act of 1878 and 

Policy of 1894 the Jalpaiguri Forest Division thought of working plan to make scientific forestry a 

success. The working plan for the whole of the Jalpaiguri Division was drawn up in outline in 1892- 

93 by Mr. Manson and a working plan, completed by Mr. Haines in 1896, was sanctioned in 1899 

for ten years with retrospective effect from the date of its completion. This working plan remained 

in force until 1905.^^Thus the first regular working p l^  in Jalpaiguri Division was that of Haines 

(1898-1905) which prescribed coppice with standard system with a coppice rotation of 25 years and 

rotation of 100 years for standards to apply to the whole division except Dumchi and the Khair and 

Sissu forests. The former was to be put imder selection fellings and the latter were to be managed 

under ‘silvicultural rules tending to remove old trees and improve the crop’.(It is to be mentioned 

that in 1892 in a rough working plan and in 1898 Haines in his regular working plan prescribed 

coppice-with-standard system for Sal Owing to doubts as to the suitability of the ‘ coppice-with- 

standard’ system for Sal, Mr. Trafford’s revision of Mr. Haines’ Working Plan was published in 
1905. This plan differentiates between Sal and mixed working circles “prescribing improvement 

fellings on a 15-year cycle and 2-foot (sic) exploitable diameter in the former and coppice-with- 

standards (the standards being promising trees of certain named species) on a 20 year rotation in the 

latter.”^̂^
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The outstanding feature of Mr. Trafford’s working plan, however, was the provision for 

annual cleanings to be made for five years after the coupe with the object of freeing Sal seedlings. 

These cleanings aroused a great deal of discussion but gradually the opinion of local officers began 

to turn against them and by 1914 they had few, if any, supporters in the province. They were finally 

condemned by Mr. Hart, the Inspector-General of Forests, in his inspection note of 1915. Before 

definitely deciding to abandon them, Mr. Muriel, the Conservator of Forests, had an enquiry made 

as to their cost and results which showed their expense to be quite disproportionate to their results. 

But most foresters who knew the locality were of the opinion that conditions affecting Sal 

reproduction “have been rapidly deteriorating since successful fire-protection was achieved, and it 

is therefore possible that the results attained by these cleanings were more promising when they 

were prescribed in 1905 than when they were abandoned ten years later.”^̂^

i  The Fourth Working Plan of the Jalpaiguri Division (1926-27 to 1945^6) noted that natural 

regeneration of Sal was absent, “and it was realized about twelve years ago that the restocking of 

the forests by means of natural reproduction is impossible.’/  In view of this the Forest Department 
thought that artificial regeneration in Jalpaiguri Forest Division was the only way to save the forests 

in Jalpaiguri| In fact, experiments in artificial regeneration were commenced in 1910 and continued 

in subsequent years and the results had been sufficiently promising to justify these methods being 

prescribed in E.O. Shebbeare’s plan. This came into force in 1919-20 and in his working plan he 

prescribed the artificial regeneration of clear-felled areas by means of Taiingya plantations. Thus, 

natural regeneration of Sal was known to have failed and the Taungya method of regeneration 

appeared to be the only satisfectory solution. This plan worked from 1919-20 to 1924-25. All these 

plans and their trials made Bengal as well as foresters of Jalpaiguri wiser.

The Jalpaiguri forests which contain River Forests, Plain Forests, The Plateau Type, Hill 

Forests and Savannahs thus travelled a long way towards Scientific Forestry. These forests came 

under British rule in 1866, before which time, according to Mr. Shebbeare, most of the best timber 

had been cut out. The British sources could not enlighten us about what the wood-cutters did with 

so many mature and best timber-trees]) However, the British sources speak eloquently that they 

continued to be open to indiscriminate felling and were described as ‘Open Forests’ up to 1874 
when the first blocks were reserved. From this date onwards reservation was extended until 1884 

the whole of the open forests were reserved. After reservation it was decided to allow them a period 
of rest and only such timber as was urgently required by Government was cut. The theme of 

Scientific Forestry began to work in Jalpaiguri Forest Division.
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The past history of Buxa is inter-related with the history of Kamrup, Cooch Behar and 

Bhutan. It is assumed that before the rise of Cooch Behar Raj this area was under the n o m inal 

control of the Khen Dynasty of Kamrup. Due to the simultaneous weakness of the Khen Dynasty 

and the rulers of Gauda there was a political vacuum in this part of North Bengal. T alcing  this 

opportunity Viswasingha carved out a kingdom on the ashes of Kamrup Empire in and around 
Gooch Behar. This was an event of the sixteenth centuiy. Viswasingha extended his control from 

the Karatoya river in the west to the Batanadi in the east.̂ ^® At the beginning the Koch dynastic 

kingdom founded by Viswasingha acted as a feudal kingdom under the nominal sovereignty of 

Kamrup, but with the passage of time it was transformed into an empire. Under Maharaja 

Naranarayan (1554-1588) this empire was extended in the west upto the Koshi river of Bihar and 

Morung of Nepal; in the east it touched the Dikuravashini river (Dikari river) of Arunachal; in the 

north the hilly tract of Bhutan; and in the south it reached upto the river Brahmaputra. But this 

extended empire did not last long. The royal dynasty of Cooch Behar, yet ruled over the area 

between the Sankosh and Manas rivers for a considerable period.^”  In the middle of the 18* 

century the hey-day of Cooch Behar was over and Bhutan was the ascendant power. The relations 

of the British Government with Bhutan commenced in 1772, when the Bhutias invaded the 

principality of Cooch Behar, a dependency of Bengal; The Cooch Behar Raj applied for help. The 

assistance came inmiediately in the form of military operations and the invaders were expelled. A 

treaty of peace was concluded between the East India Company and the Bhutan CJovemment in 

1774. It has already been mentioned how the kick and kiss relations ultimately led to the occupation 

of Westem Duars by the British on the 11**' November, 1865. Buxa was within the forest tracts of 

Westem Duars.^^*

Before 1867 Buxa was under Jalpaiguri sub-division. In 1867-68 Mr. W. M. Clay took 

charge of Buxa, which was then created a regular sub-division. His head-quarters were at Buxa, but 

he also worked at Alipur. When in January 1869 head-quarters of Jalpaiguri were removed from 

Maynaguri to Jalpaiguri, simultaneously the head-quarters of Buxa sub-division were removed to 
Falakata. Towards the end of 1876 head quarters of Buxa were again removed to Alipur, but at the 
same time Gk>vemment authorized the sub-divisional officer to recess annually at Buxa during three 

of the most unhealthy months of the Dua r s .Th is  system continued for a long period, but 

ultimately the system was discontinued. The fete of Buxa forests was tagged on to Cooch Behar 
division, and then, Jalpaiguri division till 1877-78.

Forest Settlement o f Buxa Forests
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The forests of Buxa had been in charge of the Forest Department since 1866, but up to 

1874-75 the working was very irregular and the records are incomplete/®'’ But the process of the 

formation of the Buxa Reserved Forests are available in the report of Mr. H. Leeds, Conservator of 

Forests, Lower Provinces, Bengal. He forwarded the Annual Forest Report for the Lower Provinces 

of Bengal for the year 1869-70 to the Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Fort William on 27“* 

July, 1870. In this report he gave a list of reserved tracts of forests then under the Forest 

Department. According to the said list Buxa sub-division was comprised of the following places; 
and he also noted area in acres against each place.;-

Names of Places Acres
1. Ateabaree Doldahree 1. 7,018.25
2. Borojhar Satalee 2. 26,400
3. Chokakbeetee Pasteesal 3. 436
4. Chooarpur Jaganjee 4. 15,522.50
5. Natabaree 5. 7,000
6. Neemtur Domohone 6. 2,248
7. Oodlagoree 7. 6,718.51
8. Raimatong 8. 8,567.13
9. Patkaparee 9. 1,200
10. Boromallee 10. 21,208.08
11. Chokeerbos & Chokeerbosjhar 11. 3,001
12. Mynagaon 12. 6,974.31
13. Painalgooree 13. 624
14. Panbaree 14. 26,497.10
15. Sunniasijhar 15. 4,706.05
16. Salbaree 16. 8,343
17. Mahakalgooree 17. 72

Total 146,535.93

W.W. Hunter published his ‘A Statistical Account of Bengal’ in 20 volumes in 1875-77. In 
his volume X he noted, “In 1870, the Deputy-Commissioner retumed to me the various forest tracts

in the Western Dwars, together with their respective areas .................... ” Here about the

composition of Buxa pargana he submitted a list of places with area in acres. The list was as 
follows;-
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Names of places Acres
1 ■ Mainagaon 1. 6,526
2. Sanyasi Jhar 2. 4,510
3. Baramali 3. 19,448
4. Panbari 4. 25,517
5. Panialguri Chhotmala (Part of) 5. 624
6. Chuapar Jhajangi 6. 15,272
7. Raimatang 7. 8,171
8. Natabari (Part of) 8. 7,344
9. Atiabari Dhuldabri 9. 6,638
10. Nimtar Domohani (Part of) 10. 2,098
11 ■ Odlaguri 11. 6,182
12. Patkapara (Part of) 12. 1,360

Total 1,03,690

The two lists prepared almost during the same period mentioned above do not tally — 

neither in number of forest tracts nor in acreage against the name of the tracts except in solitary case 

of Panialguri. In Leeds’ list we find the number of places as 17, whereas in Hunter’s list the number 

is 12. Total amount of acreage also differs. To provide acceptable explanation of this difference 

between the official records, at this stage, is beyond our reach. E. P. Stebbing gives information that 

110 square miles forming the Buxa plains were added to Jalpaiguri Division, but that was, it seems 

from Stebbing, done in 1874—75.̂ ®̂  If we take it for granted that 110 square miles were added to the 

Jalpaiguri Division in 1870 after the annual report was prepared, only then, a possible explanation 

can be propped up. Then, we may be allowed to say that the places like Borojhar Satalee, 
Chokakbeetee Pasteesal, Chokeerbos and Chokeerbosjhar, Salbaree and Mahakalgooree which were 

not present in the list of Hunter were taken away from Buxa pargana and added to Jalpaiguri 

Division in 1870. The total acres of those five places in acreage, after summation, comes upto 

38,252 acres. If those 38,252 acres are added to 103, 690 acres shown by Hunter, then total area 

comes to 141, 942 acres which are about to tally to Leeds’ total acreage of 146,535. Thus we by an 

exercise of permutation-combination, are in a position to say that the plains of Buxa was added to 

Jalpaiguri Division in 1870 just before the Deputy Commissioner despatched his report of forest 

settlement to Hunter. Be that as it may, the British in order to show the legal position of the forest 

tracts noted that the forests have been reserved from imoccupied waste land, and they kept in record 
a list of notifications showing the progress of reservation. This list along with other forest tracts 

included the information of the progress of the forest reservation in Buxa (Vide Appendix — E).

However, the First Working Plan of Buxa was incorporated by Dr. Wilham Schlich in his 

Administration Report for 1874-75. Under this plan Sal trees over 5 feet in girth were removed
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departmentally over one-eighth of the Rajabhatkhawa block annually from 1875-76 to 1882-83 and 

the same procedure was carried out in the Poro block from 1882-83 to 1887-88. From 1888 onwards 

the exploitable girth was raised to 6 feet and the same system continued in parts not previously 

worked over except that the size of the annual coupe was fixed by the anticipated demand and the 
timber was extracted by purchasers.

In 1900 departmental operations were again started and sleepers sawn for the Eastern Bengal 

Railway until 1912. Meanwhile, the programme for the year (1902-03) as approved by the 

Lieutenant-Govemor, in the Government order No. 3852, dated the 5* December, 1901, was carried 

out, and in addition working plan for the Buxa Division was taken in hand.^^  ̂According to this plan 

35 square miles of Reserved Forest in the Buxa Division were opened to grazing as an experiment 

in expectation that the admission of licensed graziers would prevent fires in this area. In 1902-03 it 

was reported that in places reproduction of Sal continued to suffer from the luxuriant growth of 

creepers, but Sissu and Khair continued to reestablish themselves on areas formerly stocked with 

these species which had been successfully fire protected for some time. This was notably the case in 
the southem part of Borojhars. During the year in Buxa it was reported that 12,084 acres over which 

creepers cutting was carried and it cost Rs. 1,051, and average cost per acre was 1.39 annas. In the 

next year (1903-04) creeper-cutting areas were increased to 29,546 acres of this division which 

suffered greatly from neglect of the operations in the past. In the Progress Report of 1903-04 it was 

reported that in the Buxa Division an area of 18 square miles adjoining Bhutan was notified under 

section 4 of the Forest Act, the Deputy Commissioner, Jalpaiguri district, being appointed Forest 

Settlement Officer, but little progress was made in settling the tract before the close of the year. In 
other field of activities the Forest Department in Buxa faced some difficulties like protection of 

forests fi’om fire. But in such forests difficulties almost disappeared as tree grovidi established 

i t s e l f A t  the end of Dr. Schlich’s working plan in 1906 imder the selection system, and fi-om 

1906 onwards Buxa came under Mr. Hatt’s Working Plan which was in force up to 1920. This 

prescribed selection fellings on a 15 year cycle with a 6 feet 3 inches exploitable girth combined 

with improvement fellings. The improvement fellings bore on inferior Sal and other species 

interfering with promising Sal and also on Sal which was so obviously defective that it could not 
grow into a good tree of the exploitable girth.

At first trees of other species were felled at considerable cost, often in the interest of a few 

saplings. As there was then no demand for them they were allowed to lie where they fell. About 

1911 AD., as it was found that these fellings tended to increase the already dense evergreen
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undergrowth, it was decided to deal with only such trees as were actually interfering with 

established Sal and these were girdled instead of being felled.

Practically, in 1906 the bad effect on Sal regeneration of the evergreen undergrowth induced 

by fire-protection led to clearings being started to free Sal seedlings. These were to be continued
annually for five years after the coupe, but were not undertaken so thoroughly in Buxa as in

\

Jalpaiguri Division where these were under prescription of Mr. Trafford’s Working Plan. There was 

a good deal of discussion as to the efficacy of these clearings which were abandoned in 1910.̂ *̂  

Results in Jalpaiguri, where these were not abandoned until 1915, showed that those were of little 

value in comparison with their cost. In Buxa Division departmental sleeper-work was also 

abandoned in 1912, and from that time all Sal timber were being sold by auction. Mr. E.O. 

Shebbeare’s working plan for Buxa Division (1920-21 to 1925-26) for the first time prescribed 

artificial regeneration by Taungya and provisions were more or less similar to that of Jalpaiguri 

working plan drawn up by the same author. One thing needs to be noted here that perhaps due to 

want of fimds no progress was reported in the settlement of the Hathipotha extension to Sachaphu in 
the Buxa Division. Proclamations under section 6 of the Indian Forest Act were issued for the 

proposed Torsa Reserve in Buxa Division, and all this remained incomplete after the final 

notification under section 19.'®̂  However, in Buxa IV2 miles of the eastem boundary of the Buri 
Basra extension to South Borojhar Reserve were demarcated.

In implementing various Forest Acts in Buxa Forest Division many experiments were made 
under trial and error method. Ultimately natural regeneration of Sal was replaced by artificial 

regeneration by Taungya. Moreover, it seems that due to the dearth of fimds, negligence on the part 

of administration and highly expensive creeper-cutting policy the progress of Buxa Division was 
not upto the mark till 1919-20. The financial constraint was such that though the Buxa Timber 

Company Ltd., cleared an area of 898 acr^ during the year 1919-20 the Forest Department could 

not pay royalty till July 1 9 2 1 . Since there was no demand for timber and the Government was 

unsuccessfiil in creating more markets, the Buxa Forest Division foiled to be profitable Division. 

But there were signs of fiiture profit after the implementation of Mr. Shebbeare’s working plan and 

later on other working plans on the lines devised by the Government of India from time to time.
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